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Abstract
Connected and automated vehicles (CAVs), which enable information exchange and
content delivery in real time, are expected to revolutionize current transportation systems
for better driving safety, traffic efficiency, and environmental sustainability. However, the
emerging CAV applications such as content delivery pose stringent requirements on la-
tency, throughput, reliability, and global connectivity. The current wireless networks face
significant challenges to satisfy the requirements due to scarce radio spectrum resources,
inflexibility to dynamic traffic demands, and geographic-constrained fixed infrastructure
deployment. To empower multifarious CAV content delivery, heterogeneous vehicular net-
works (HetVNets), which integrate the terrestrial networks with aerial networks formed
by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and space networks constituting of low Earth or-
bit (LEO) satellites, can guarantee reliable, flexible, cost-effective, and globally seamless
service provisioning. In addition, edge caching is a promising solution to facilitate con-
tent delivery by caching popular files in the HetVNet access points (APs) to relieve the
backhaul traffic with a lower delivery delay. The main technical issues are: 1) to fully
reveal the potential of HetVNets for content delivery performance enhancement, content
caching scheme design in HetVNets should jointly consider network characteristics, vehicle
mobility patterns, content popularity, and APs’ caching capacities; 2) to fully exploit the
controllable mobility and agility of UAVs to support dynamic vehicular content demands,
the caching scheme and trajectory design for UAVs should be jointly optimized, which
has not been well addressed due to their intricate inter-coupling relationships; and 3) for
caching-based content delivery in HetVNets, a cooperative content delivery scheme should
be designed to enable the cooperation among different network segments with ingenious
utilization of heterogeneous network resources.
In this thesis, we design the content caching and delivery schemes in the caching-enabled
HetVNet to address the three technical issues. First, we study the content caching in Het-
VNets with fixed terrestrial APs including cellular base stations (CBSs), Wi-Fi roadside
units (RSUs), and TV white space (TVWS) stations. To characterize the intermittent
network connection caused by limited network coverage and high vehicle mobility, we es-
tablish an on-off model with service interruptions to describe the vehicular content delivery
process. Content coding then is leveraged to resist the impact of unstable network con-
nections and enhance caching efficiency. By jointly considering file characteristics and
network conditions, the content placement is formulated as an integer linear programming
(ILP) problem. Adopting the idea of the student admission model, the ILP problem is
then transformed into a many-to-one matching problem between content files and Het-
VNet APs and solved by our proposed stable-matching-based caching scheme. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve near-optimal performances in
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terms of delivery delay and offloading ratio with a low complexity. Second, UAV-aided
caching is considered to assist vehicular content delivery in aerial-ground vehicular networks
(AGVN) and a joint caching and trajectory optimization (JCTO) problem is investigated
to jointly optimize content caching, content delivery, and UAV trajectory. To enable real-
time decision-making in highly dynamic vehicular networks, we propose a deep supervised
learning scheme to solve the JCTO problem. Specifically, we first devise a clustering-based
two-layered (CBTL) algorithm to solve the JCTO problem offline. With a given content
caching policy, we design a time-based graph decomposition method to jointly optimize
content delivery and UAV trajectory, with which we then leverage the particle swarm op-
timization algorithm to optimize the content caching. We then design a deep supervised
learning architecture of the convolutional neural network (CNN) to make online decisions.
With the CNN-based model, a function mapping the input network information to out-
put decisions can be intelligently learnt to make timely inferences. Extensive trace-driven
experiments are conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of CBTL in solving the JCTO
problem and the superior learning performance with the CNN-based model. Third, we
investigate caching-assisted cooperative content delivery in space-air-ground integrated ve-
hicular networks (SAGVNs), where vehicular content requests can be cooperatively served
by multiple APs in space, aerial, and terrestrial networks. In specific, a joint optimization
problem of vehicle-to-AP association, bandwidth allocation, and content delivery ratio, re-
ferred to as the ABC problem, is formulated to minimize the overall content delivery delay
while satisfying vehicular quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. To address the tightly-
coupled optimization variables, we propose a load- and mobility-aware ABC (LMA-ABC)
scheme to solve the joint optimization problem as follows. We first decompose the ABC
problem to optimize the content delivery ratio. Then the impact of bandwidth alloca-
tion on the achievable delay performance is analyzed, and an effect of diminishing delay
performance gain is revealed. Based on the analysis results, the LMA-ABC scheme is
designed with the consideration of user fairness, load balancing, and vehicle mobility. Sim-
ulation results demonstrate that the proposed LMA-ABC scheme can significantly reduce
the cooperative content delivery delay compared to the benchmark schemes.
In summary, we have investigated the content caching in terrestrial networks with fixed
APs, joint caching and trajectory optimization in the AGVN, and caching-assisted cooper-
ative content delivery in the SAGVN. The proposed schemes and theoretical results should
provide useful guidelines for future research in the caching scheme design and efficient
utilization of network resources in caching-enabled heterogeneous wireless networks.
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The technique of connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) enables vehicles to interact
with their internal and external environments to improve road safety, transportation effi-
ciency, and the experience of both drivers and passengers [2]. To empower smart vehic-
ular services especially in the future driverless era, high-bandwidth content delivery and
reliable accessibility of multifarious applications are expected [3]. However, the limited ra-
dio spectrum resources, the inflexibility in accommodating dynamic traffic demands, and
geographically-constrained fixed infrastructure deployment of current terrestrial networks
pose great challenges in ensuring ubiquitous, flexible, and reliable network connectivity [4].
To address these challenges in a cost-effective way, heterogeneous vehicular networks (Het-
VNets) which integrate terrestrial networks with non-terrestrial networks can be leveraged
to boost network capacity, enhance system robustness, and provide ubiquitous 3D wireless
coverage. Furthermore, edge caching technologies can be utilized in HetVNets to further
mitigate backhaul traffic burden and reduce vehicular content delivery delay. In this chap-
ter, we first provide an overview of the vehicular content delivery networks, then elaborate
the edge caching-assisted HetVNets with their specific communication characteristics. Fi-
nally, we present the three key research problems investigated in this thesis.
1.1 Overview of Vehicular Content Delivery Networks
With the tremendous technological development in advanced sensors, onboard processing,
and wireless communications and networking, CAVs are expected to perform essential roles
in diversified fields of human society. As predicted by International Data Corporation

























Figure 1.1: An overview of vehicular content delivery networks.
ing from 31.4 million units in 2019 to 54.2 million units (more than 50% of all vehicles
produced) in 2024 [5]. CAVs can exchange information via both intra-vehicle communica-
tions and inter-vehicle communications [6]. Intra-vehicle communications happen within a
vehicle, such as among different on-board sensors and systems. With inter-vehicle commu-
nications, a vehicle can communicate with other entities such as other vehicles, roadside
units (RSUs), and base stations (BSs), collectively referred to as vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) communications, as shown in Fig. 1.1. With V2X communications, ubiquitous
information exchange and content delivery can be enabled to support multifarious CAV
applications. In particular, content delivery in vehicular networks (VNs) has the following
typical application scenarios [7]:
1. Safety Information Delivery - Road safety is of the utmost importance for con-
nected vehicles. To reduce the frequency and severity of vehicle collisions, vehicles
need to monitor the environmental data and collect vehicle state data to evaluate the
vehicles’ safety status. Vehicles’ safety-related information includes available energy
(e.g., fuel and electric), moving direction and speed, and distances among vehicles.
By analyzing the collected safety-related information, the system can deliver alarm
information when necessary and perform accident forewarning, shown as Case 1 in
Fig. 1.1;
2
2. Traffic Efficiency Information Delivery - To facilitate traffic management and
transportation efficiency, useful information (including vehicles’ locations, road con-
ditions, and congestion) should be exchanged for system coordination and route
planning. For example, an on-board map application can automatically reroute ac-
cording to the received traffic condition information to avoid the congestion area and
enhance traffic efficiency, shown as Case 2 in Fig. 1.1;
3. Infotainment Content Delivery - To improve drivers’ and passengers’ traveling
experiences, the infotainment content (such as videos, music, and maps) can be
delivered and shared to provide informative or entertaining services. For example,
service providers can collect vehicles’ real-time locations and users’ tastes and health
conditions to recommend a restaurant and deliver the related information such as
public evaluation and open hours, shown as Case 3 in Fig. 1.1. Furthermore, vehicles
in proximity may request similar location-based content such as traffic conditions and
map data. In such cases, data transmission can be accomplished with direct delivery
among adjacent vehicles, shown as Case 4 in Fig. 1.1.
In this thesis, we mainly investigate the delivery of infotainment content. Notice that
content delivery in VNs is different from that in conventional mobile networks since it is
highly dependent on vehicles’ mobility patterns, road conditions, and user behaviors [8].
Considering the massive amount of vehicular data, dynamic vehicular network conditions,
and differentiated service requirements, there exist various technical challenges for content
delivery in VNs:
1) Access network congestion - With an enormous increase in the number of vehicles
on road and the proliferation of multifarious vehicular applications, the vehicular data
requirement is soaring at a tremendous pace. According to the mobile data forecast from
Cisco, the mobile data traffic will grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
46 percent, increasing seven-fold from 2017 to 2022 [9]. Furthermore, connected cars will
be the fastest-growing industry segment with a 28 percent CAGR. However, the cellular
network capacity is not able to grow at a comparable pace to support the enormous data
traffic due to the scarce spectrum resources and high cost of the infrastructure upgrade.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz bandwidth at the
5.9 GHz spectrum band to dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) for vehicular
communications. However, DSRC mainly focuses on enabling vehicular safety applications
[10], i.e., supporting rapid short message exchange, and the limited spectrum resource is
insufficient to satisfy the quality of services (QoS) of the bandwidth-intensive infotainment
applications;
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2) Backhaul network congestion - In addition to access network congestion, the trans-
mission of massive vehicular data also increases the probability of blocking the backhaul
networks, especially for wireless backhaul networks that have limited capacities and are
easily congested. Although wired backhaul networks can provide a higher transmission
data rate and have more spectrum resources, it is costly and sometimes difficult to deploy
especially in some remote areas;
3) On-demand service provisioning - Network conditions (e.g., traffic density and re-
quest distribution) in VNs are highly dynamic in both temporal (e.g., peak hours or mid-
night) and spatial (e.g., urban or rural areas) domains. To guarantee uniform service
coverage, the infrastructure needs to be densely deployed, which enhances the communi-
cation performance but also increases the deployment cost. Therefore, how to effectively
utilize and deploy the infrastructure in VNs to provide on-demand content delivery services
in different demanding areas is a challenging problem;
4) Globally connectivity and reliability - Global network connectivity, which is essential
for ubiquitous vehicular service provisioning, can hardly be achieved by depending only
on the current terrestrial networks due to the geographically-constrained infrastructure
deployment. For example, it is cost-ineffective or even impossible to deploy infrastructure
in sparsely populated or remote mountainous areas. Furthermore, how to guarantee reliable
and uninterrupted network connections for vehicular content delivery regardless of the
potential infrastructure outage (e.g., caused by natural disasters) is another critical yet
challenging topic.
In summary, VNs can improve road safety and provide better travel experiences for
drivers and passengers by enabling safety-related and infotainment content delivery. How-
ever, the massive traffic demands, the inherent characteristics of VNs, and the diversi-
fied vehicular service requirements make it challenging to design an efficient, flexible, and
cost-effective content delivery system. To address the above-mentioned challenges, in this
thesis, we investigate the edge caching-assisted content delivery in HetVNets to improve
the service quality with enhanced resource utilization efficiency.
1.2 Edge Caching-Assisted Content Delivery in Het-
VNets
To support tremendous CAV content delivery, HetVNets are considered to expand the
breadth and depth of communication coverage by utilizing multiple revolutionary network-
ing techniques. Specifically, aerial networks based on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and
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space networks consisting of satellites can be involved in HetVNets to assist vehicular con-
tent delivery, thus achieving a space-air-ground integrated vehicular network (SAGVN).
With the integration of terrestrial, aerial, and space networks, the SAGVN can exploit
the complementary advantages of different network segments to provide globally seamless,
reliable, flexible, and cost-effective network access [11–13].
Despite the benefits and potentials brought by the SAGVN, the backhaul transmission
of the vehicular traffic data still face some technical challenges. In specific, for terrestrial
HetVNets, although the wireless cellular traffic burden can be relieved by utilizing other
radio access technologies (RATs) like TV white space (TVWS) and Wi-Fi, the backhaul
networks which support all vehicular traffic data still suffer a high congestion probability.
For UAV-assisted network access, the wireless backhaul links are generally slow and un-
reliable. For satellite-based content delivery, an unacceptable delivery delay may occur if
the satellite goes through backhaul links to retrieve the requested content due to the long
propagation delay. To address these issues, edge caching technologies can be utilized to
cache content files closer to the end users to alleviate backhaul congestion, reduce energy
consumption, and decrease content retrieving delay.
1.2.1 Overview of the Heterogeneous SAGVN
As shown in Fig. 1.2, the SAGVN compromises three main network segments: ground
networks, aerial networks, and space networks. The integration of these network segments
has attracted increasing attention from both academia and industry. In this part, we first
summarize recent advances in different network segments. Then, the advantages of the
integrated SAGVN will be introduced.
A. Ground Networks
As the main solution to provide wireless network coverage in most scenarios, ground net-
works consist of heterogeneous terrestrial communication systems such as cellular networks,
Wi-Fi, TVWS, and worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX). Ground
networks can be characterized by the following features:
1) Ultra-dense small cells - As the key component in ground networks, cellular networks
have evolved rapidly from the first generation (1G) to the fifth generation (5G) wireless
networks. With the network development, the cell size becomes smaller with increasing BS
density to enhance spectrum efficiency and network throughput. However, the ultra-dense











Figure 1.2: An illustration for space-air-ground integrated vehicular networks
2) High-speed fiber links - Ground nodes in the backbone network are interconnected
via fiber optic links, which can provide low-cost high-throughput transmissions.
3) High-performance computing and caching - The data centers and servers in ground
networks generally have powerful computing capabilities and massive storage for caching.
These can ensure the network operation and management and provide a variety of services.
4) Fixed and limited coverage - Basically, the ground infrastructure is fixedly deployed to
provide network access. Therefore, ground network coverage is limited and geographically
constrained, especially in sparsely populated or remote mountainous areas.
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B. Aerial Networks
Aerial networks are formed by UAVs at different altitudes, including the high altitude
platform (HAP) which generally operates at an altitude of 17-22 km and the low altitude
platform (LAP) which typically works at an altitude of no more than several kilometers [14].
Comparing LAP and HAP networks, HAP networks can provide a wider coverage with
longer endurance, while LAP networks are more flexibly deployed and configured with
better short-range communication performance [15]. In this thesis, we focus on LAP-
UAVs to assist terrestrial networks in content delivery1. With the inherent characteristics
of flexibility and controllability, UAVs have been considered as an indispensable component
and a promising technique in the next generation networks due to the following advantages:
1) Line-of-sight (LoS) communication links - Compared to terrestrial communication
links, there exist fewer obstacles between UAVs and ground users due to the high UAV
operation altitude. With a higher probability of LoS connections, UAV communication
links are generally more reliable with a better communication performance.
2) Flexible deployment - Different from the fixed deployment of terrestrial BSs, UAVs
can be dynamically deployed to adapt to the spatially- and temporally-varying ground
traffic. Since UAVs can be dispatched to different areas on demand, it is more cost-effective
than deploying static BSs to guarantee QoS.
3) Fully-controlled mobility - Leveraging the agility and full controllability, UAVs’ po-
sitions can be adjusted and optimized in real-time to improve communication link quality
and response to potential emergency situations.
Despite the advantages of UAVs, there exist technical issues that greatly affect the
UAV communication performance. First of all, UAVs are battery-powered and energy-
constrained, where propulsion and directional adjustment consume most of the energy.
Thus, energy-efficiency in UAV communications is critical to guarantee long-term network
access without service interruption. In addition, extreme weather conditions can also affect
the UAV operation and should be considered in UAV communications.
C. Space Networks
Space networks are composed of satellites in different orbits, i.e., geostationary-earth-orbit
(GEO), medium-earth-orbit (MEO), and low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellites [16]. Although
GEO and MEO satellites can provide a large coverage with a low relative velocity between
satellites and terrestrial users, the excessive propagation delay inhibits their applicability
1In the rest of this thesis, “UAVs” are used to refer to “LAP-UAVs” for simplicity.
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Table 1.1: Comparison in characteristics of terrestrial, aerial, and space network segments
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in most time-sensitive vehicular applications. In recent years, LEO satellite communi-
cations have attracted significant attention and are deemed as promising solutions to be
incorporated in future network architectures due to the following advantages:
1) Globally seamless coverage - Benefiting from global availability, LEO networks have
the potential to capacitate worldwide seamless service coverage in a cost-effective way,
especially for users dispersed over wide geographical areas or in inaccessible areas.
2) Low delay for long-distance communications - Due to the low orbit altitude (300
km ∼ 1,500 km) compared to GEO (35,786 km) and MEO (7,000 km ∼ 25,000 km)
satellites, the one-way LEO communication propagation delay is less than 14 ms. Users
can experience a round-trip delay of no more than 50 ms, which is comparable to that
of terrestrial links [18]. For long-distance communications, satellite communications can
achieve even lower delay than terrestrial links due to the small number of hops.
3) Enhanced communication efficiency - The inherent broadcast/multicast nature of
satellite communications enables group-based transmissions to enhance communication
efficiency. For example, satellite communications can support CAV software update simul-
taneously for millions of vehicles with negligible communication cost.
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4) Ultra network reliability and robustness - Due to the invulnerability to natural dis-
asters, space networks can support ultra-reliable and robust service provisioning.
However, similar to UAVs, the limited energy capacities of LEO satellites also constrain
the service duration and affect service functionalities including sensing, transmission, and
processing. In addition, the high speed of LEO satellites (up to 28,000 km/h relative to
the Earth’s surface) results in highly dynamic network topologies, intermittent network
connections, and frequent handover.
D. Integration of Space-Air-Ground Networks
As mentioned above, different network segments have their pros and cons in providing
services, such as in terms of coverage, transmission delay, throughput, and reliability, as
summarized in Table 1.1. Via effective internetworking, the complementary advantages of
different network segments can be leveraged to enhance vehicular content delivery service
qualities. For instance, satellite communications can supplement terrestrial networks for
service provisioning in remote or sparsely populated areas; meanwhile, the complementary
properties of satellite links (wide coverage) and a fiber optic backbone (high data rate) can
be considered as alternative backbone technologies to wireless backhaul to mitigate the
long-distance multihop backhaul. UAVs can provide flexible and reliable connectivity for
vehicles in congested areas with dynamic traffic demands to relieve the terrestrial network
burden and to boost service capacity. In addition, satellites/UAVs with remote sensing
technologies can provide larger-scale monitoring data to assist terrestrial networks for ef-
ficient resource management and planning decisions. Therefore, the SAGVN can ensure
seamless, robust, and reliable vehicular service provisioning.
1.2.2 Edge Caching-Assisted Vehicular Content Delivery
Despite the tremendous potentials of the SAGVN, the backhaul limitations (e.g., limited
capacity and long propagation delay) may degrade the performance of vehicular content
delivery. Stemming from the observations in [19], a large portion of mobile multimedia
traffic can be attributed to duplicated downloads of a small fraction of popular content
files. Furthermore, duplicated content requests can be intensified in small regions with
certain events (e.g., concerts or sports games) where people have common interests in hot
content. In VNs, location-based applications boost the repetitive download of location-
oriented data (e.g., real-time traffic reports, high definition maps, and so forth) [20]. To
better utilize the computing and storage capacities of current network infrastructure and
modern vehicles, it is possible to cache the popular content closer to the end users. By
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enabling direct content delivery from the caching-enabled access points (APs), e.g., Wi-Fi
RSUs, TVWS stations, cellular base stations (CBSs), UAVs, and LEO satellites, to the
vehicles, content caching on network edge infrastructure can significantly offload backhaul
traffic [21,22]. Besides, since the repeated transmission on backhaul links can be avoided,
the content delivery delay is reduced significantly, which is essential in VNs to facilitate
efficient content delivery with rapidly changing network topology.
When designing the caching strategies, there are two fundamental building blocks:
content placement (or content caching2) and content delivery. Content placement mainly
concentrates on the decision of content files to be cached and the selection of appropri-
ate caching nodes to store the content files. Basically, the design of the content placement
schemes is related to the management of the caching resources with the objective of serving
more users’ content requests with better content delivery performance. Content delivery,
on the other hand, focuses on the dissemination of cached content files from the source
to the destination. Content delivery is mainly about the management of the communica-
tion resources including the design of routing and forwarding policies, spectrum allocation
schemes, and power control strategies. The research issues and required information for
content placement and delivery are summarized in Table 1.2.
Extensive research has been devoted to vehicular content delivery in the caching-assisted
HetVNet to achieve better delivery performance. The caching nodes in wireless edge net-
works include user equipment (vehicles and mobile phones), RSUs, CBSs (small, macro,
and femto cells), UAVs, and satellites. To determine which content files to cache in the
HetVNet, the content popularity should be considered to maximize the cache hit rate, i.e.,
the probability that requested content files are cached. The content popularity is generally
assumed to follow static models (e.g., Zipf model [23]) or dynamic models (e.g., shot noise
model (SNM) [24]). In recent years, machine learning-based content popularity predic-
tion methods have also attracted significant attention. Based on the knowledge of content
popularity and network information (such as network topology, content request pattern,
and user mobility), various caching policies and algorithms have been proposed to enhance
caching efficiency. Conventional caching policies such as the least recently used (LRU) and
least frequently used (LFU) policies have been widely utilized in existing works [25]. A
user preference profile (UPP) based caching policy has been proposed in [26] to utilize user
preferences toward different video categories to enhance caching performance. Considering
that content popularity varies with time and is not known a prior, a deep reinforcement
learning-based caching policy has been proposed in [27] to jointly optimize the content
placement and delivery with reduced system cost, decreased content delivery latency, and
improved content hit ratio in the vehicular edge network. In VNs, the high vehicle mobil-
2In this thesis, we use the terms content caching and content placement interchangeably.
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Table 1.2: Summary on content placement and delivery
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ity intensifies the design complexity and hampers the efficiency of edge caching schemes in
HetVNets. To address the mobility issues, a general framework for mobility-aware caching
in content-centric networks (CCNs) has been proposed in [28] with known mobility in-
formation. When mobility information is unavailable, mobility prediction algorithms are
leveraged to facilitate cooperative caching in vehicular CCNs [29]. With appropriate con-
tent files cached in caching nodes, the content delivery strategy should also be investigated
to optimize the content delivery performance. In [30], the optimal content delivery is in-
vestigated in cache-enabled HetVNets with the stochastic content multicast scheduling to
satisfy dynamic user demands. The signal transmission has also been optimized for content
delivery to minimize the energy consumption in cache-assisted HetVNets [31].
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1.3 Motivation and Contributions
1.3.1 Challenges of Content Caching and Delivery in the SAGVN
In spite of the initial research works mentioned above, efficient content caching and de-
livery in the SAGVN are still not sufficiently studied. To be specific, the design and
implementation of the caching-assisted SAGVN still face some essential challenges:
1) Support high mobility - In the SAGVN, there are various types of mobility introduced
by vehicular users, UAVs, and LEO satellites. As a result, the contact duration between
a vehicular user and an AP (e.g., CBS, Wi-Fi RSU, UAV, LEO satellite) in the SAGVN
is limited. Such limited contact duration is generally insufficient for content delivery,
especially for large-size content files, since the volume of data that can be transmitted
within one AP’s coverage area is limited. Therefore, caching the whole content files in APs
is inefficient since the complete downloading of one file requires multiple encounters with
APs [32]. The caching scheme design with considering the user mobility and content file
size should be investigated to improve caching efficiency.
2) Heterogeneous network characteristics - As introduced in Section 1.2.1, different
network segments in the SAGVN have their specific pros and cons in terms of coverage,
throughput, propagation delay, etc. The unprecedented heterogeneity in the SAGVN ren-
ders the traditional caching schemes inadequate. It is critical to customize the content
caching and delivery policies by considering heterogeneous network characteristics to fully
unleash their differential merits.
3) Coupled UAV trajectory design and resource allocation - Note that UAVs’ ability
to address terrestrial traffic variations is capacitated by the fully controllable mobility.
Therefore, the UAV trajectory design problem, which optimizes UAVs’ flying traces to
serve vehicular users, is critical for UAV-assisted service provisioning [33]. On the other
hand, the real-time allocation of both caching and communication resources should also be
optimized to adapt to the varying user request distribution and improve the UAV content
delivery performance in vehicular networks. Therefore, content caching, UAV trajectory,
and content delivery are tightly coupled and should be jointly investigated, which has not
been well addressed.
4) Energy constraints - Different from the terrestrial infrastructure, which has stable
power supply, satellites/UAVs are powered by batteries and/or solar energy. The limited
energy capacities of satellites/UAVs constrain the service duration and further affect ser-
vice functionalities including sensing, transmission, and processing. In addition, service-
unrelated energy consumption for satellites (due to intense radiation and space-variant
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temperature) and UAVs (due to propulsion and direction adjustment) further deteriorates
the service endurance. Therefore, vehicular users in the SAGVN can potentially suffer
intermittent connection and service interruption due to satellite/UAV energy depletion.
Improving energy efficiency to prolong the service duration of satellites/UAVs is critical
for persistent vehicular content delivery service provisioning.
Besides the technical challenges, most countries and international organizations have
specified some regulatory rules in terms of the usage of UAVs [34] and satellites [35]. To
ensure the legal use of UAVs, all the UAVs should be controlled by UAV operators or
governments rather than individual users. According to the International Telecommunica-
tion Union (ITU) regulations, the emission energy from satellites should be regulated to
prevent harmful interference to the incumbent terrestrial communication systems. Inter-
national regulations and standards are imperative to ensure the proper operation of the
SAGVN system. Nevertheless, in this thesis, we focus on the technical challenges faced by
content delivery in the SAGVN.
1.3.2 Approaches and Contributions
In this thesis, we investigate the content caching and delivery schemes in the caching-
enabled SAGVN to tackle the above-mentioned challenges. The objective is to develop
efficient caching policies in heterogeneous APs and design cooperative content delivery
schemes to increase the network capability, improve resource utilization efficiency, and
enhance service quality. In specific, we focus on the following three research topics.
• We first investigate the content caching scheme design in terrestrial HetVNets with
fixed APs, where CBSs, Wi-Fi RSUs, and TVWS stations can cache popular content
files to support vehicular content delivery. Considering the limited network coverage
and high vehicle mobility, an on-off model with service interruptions is established
to characterize the vehicular content delivery process with intermittent network con-
nections. To resist the impact of unstable network connections, content coding then
is utilized to enhance caching efficiency. By jointly considering file characteristics
and network conditions, we formulate the content placement problem as an integer
linear programming (ILP) problem to minimize the average content retrieving de-
lay. Adopting the idea of the student admission model, we then transform the ILP
problem into a many-to-one matching problem between content files and HetVNet
APs and propose a stable-matching-based caching scheme to solve it. Simulation re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve near-optimal performances
in terms of delivery delay and offloading ratio with a low complexity.
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• Focusing on the aerial-ground vehicular network (AGVN), UAV-aided caching is
considered to assist vehicular content delivery. To maximize the overall network
throughput, a joint caching and trajectory optimization (JCTO) problem is inves-
tigated to jointly optimize content caching, content delivery, and UAV trajectories.
Considering the inter-coupled optimization variables and limited UAV on-board en-
ergy, the JCTO problem is intractable directly and timely. To enable real-time
decision-making in highly dynamic vehicular networks, we propose a deep supervised
learning (DSL) scheme to solve the JCTO problem. Specifically, a clustering-based
two-layered (CBTL) algorithm is first designed to solve the JCTO problem offline.
With a given content caching policy, we design a time-based graph decomposition
method to jointly optimize content delivery and UAV trajectory, with which the par-
ticle swarm optimization algorithm is then leveraged to further optimize the content
caching. We then design a DSL architecture of the convolutional neural network
(CNN) to make online decisions. The network density and content request distribu-
tions with spatial-temporal variations are labeled as channeled images and input to
the CNN-based model, and the results obtained from the CBTL algorithm are la-
beled as model outputs. The CNN-based model can be trained to intelligently learn
the mapping function between the input network information and output decisions
and make real-time inferences. Extensive trace-driven experiments are conducted to
demonstrate the efficiency of CBTL in solving the JCTO problem and the superior
learning performance with the CNN-based model.
• To further improve the vehicular content delivery performance in the SAGVN, we
investigate caching-assisted cooperative content delivery to minimize the overall con-
tent retrieving delay. In particular, vehicular content requests can be cooperatively
served by multiple APs in space, aerial, and terrestrial networks. A joint optimiza-
tion problem of vehicle-to-AP association, bandwidth allocation, and content de-
livery ratio, referred to as the ABC problem, is then formulated. To address the
tightly-coupled optimization variables, we propose a load- and mobility-aware ABC
(LMA-ABC) scheme to solve the joint optimization problem as follows. We first
decompose the ABC problem to optimize the content delivery ratio by considering
the distinct characteristics of different network segments. Then the impact of band-
width allocation on the achievable delay performance is analyzed, and an effect of
diminishing delay performance gain is revealed. Based on the analysis results, the
LMA-ABC scheme is designed with the consideration of user fairness, load balancing,
and vehicle mobility. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed LMA-ABC




The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide a com-
prehensive background and review of vehicular content delivery in the HetVNet and the
state-of-the-art content caching and delivery schemes. In Chapter 3, a coding-based content
caching scheme is designed for the terrestrial HetVNet with intermittent network connec-
tions, and a matching-based algorithm is proposed to solve the content caching problem
with minimized content retrieving delay. In Chapter 4, we formulate the JCTO problem
in the AGVN to jointly optimize the content placement, content delivery, and UAVs’ tra-
jectories. Then, a CNN-based deep learning algorithm is proposed to solve the problem in
a real-time manner. In Chapter 5, the cooperative content delivery in the SAGVN is in-
vestigated and the ABC problem is formulated. Then, the LMA-ABC scheme is proposed
to solve the problem with the consideration of user fairness, load balancing, and vehicle




This chapter aims to introduce the background and related works of caching-assisted ve-
hicular content delivery in the HetVNet, including the vehicular content delivery in the
terrestrial HetVNet, AGVN, and SAGVN, as well as the state-of-the-art content caching
and delivery techniques.
2.1 HetVNet-Based Vehicular Content Delivery
To alleviate the burden caused by the high vehicular communication demands, HetVNet-
based data offloading (or traffic offloading) is an effective approach as it utilizes comple-
mentary and revolutionary networking techniques to deliver mobile data originally planned
for transmissions over cellular networks. Basically, the HetVNet can be classified into two
categories, i.e., a multi-tier network with a single RAT and a multi-tier network with mul-
tiple RATs [36]. In single-RAT HetVNet scenarios, the content delivery can be offloaded
to smaller cells like pico or femto cells, which also operate on the same cellular band as
the macro BSs. The multi-RAT HetVNet, on the other hand, indicates that the cellu-
lar macrocells cooperate with other RATs, e.g., Wi-Fi and TVWS. Regarding the capacity
constraint in cellular networks, we mainly target multi-RAT HetVNet for vehicular content
delivery in this thesis.
2.1.1 Vehicular Content Delivery in the Terrestrial HetVNet
Heterogeneous networks have emerged as one of the most promising network architectures
to increase system throughput in wireless networks. Up to now, substantial heterogeneous
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offloading trials have been implemented in academic and industrial communities. In this
part, we review the state of the arts in data offloading through heterogeneous terrestrial
APs. In particular, two candidate techniques, i.e., the Wi-Fi-based and TVWS-based
techniques, are discussed in detail. Moreover, offloading strategies developed for content
delivery in the HetVNet are demonstrated.
A. Wi-Fi-Based Techniques
Wi-Fi stands for Wireless Fidelity in the research community, which is an IEEE 802.11
standard. As a popular wireless broadband access technology, Wi-Fi operates on the
unlicensed spectrum (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz) and offers high data rates with limited coverage.
Existing works have shown that Wi-Fi networks can significantly offload cellular traffic in
vehicular scenarios with properly designed offloading strategies [37, 38]. Nowadays, Wi-Fi
becomes a natural solution to offload cellular traffic due to the built-in Wi-Fi capabilities of
modern devices like smartphones. In light of the cellular service performance degradation
in overloaded areas, more and more network operators are extending their access networks
by deploying Wi-Fi hotspots that are directly managed by them. For example, AT&T
has deployed more than 30,000 Wi-Fi hotspots in the US. China Mobile has deployed 4.4
million public Wi-Fi access points throughout China. Similarly, KT Corporation (formerly
Korea Telecom) in South Korea owns and operates more than 140,000 Wi-Fi hotspots that
are actively used for offloading traffic. Wi-Fi access is attractive because of its following
advantages. 1) Wi-Fi hotspots are widely deployed in many urban areas. Globally, total
public Wi-Fi hotspots (including homespots) are forecasted to grow four-fold from 2018 to
2023, from 169 million in 2018 to 628 million by 2023 [39]; 2) Wi-Fi access is often free of
charge or inexpensive. For example, China Mobile offers Wi-Fi services with less than $20
a month for unlimited data usage; 3) Most current mobile devices, such as smartphones,
tablets, laptops, and more and more modern vehicles are equipped with Wi-Fi interfaces;
and 4) Currently Wi-Fi technologies (e.g., IEEE 802.11ac/ad) can provide data rates of
up to several Gbps.
Depending on the level of integration between Wi-Fi and cellular networks, network
operators have three main approaches to offload cellular traffic to Wi-Fi networks [40]. The
corresponding characteristics of the three approaches are presented in Table 2.1.
1) Network bypass or unmanaged data offloading approaches - In this case, users’ data is
automatically directed to Wi-Fi networks when the users locate within the Wi-Fi coverage,
completely bypassing the cellular network for data services. However, voice services will
remain on the cellular network.
2) Managed data offloading approaches - In this approach, the operators can retain
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devices to switch on Wi-
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Placing intelligent session-
aware gateway to detect
subscribers’ Wi-Fi sessions
traversing to the Internet
Forming a bridge between
cellular and Wi-Fi net-
works through which data
flow can be established.
control of their subscribers. For instance, operators can provide services such as parental
control/filtering which cannot be achieved in unmanaged data offloading mode. Another
example is that some operators can observe subscribers’ browsing habits for targeted mar-
keting reasons. However, the operators in this case still are not allowed to push subscribed
content.
3) Integrated data offloading approaches - In this case, operators can fully control their
subscribers and deliver the subscribed content when users are within Wi-Fi coverage. In
the integrated approaches, a bridge can be established between the Wi-Fi and cellular
networks to allow data flow. The Wi-Fi and cellular systems can either be loosely coupled
or tightly coupled. In loose coupling architecture, the networks are independent and require
no major cooperation between them. The Wi-Fi network is connected indirectly to the
cellular core network and service connectivity is provided by roaming between the two
networks. In tight coupling architecture, the networks share a common core and the
majority of network functions such as vertical handover, resource management, and billing
are controlled and managed centrally.
In VNs, there exist many experimental and theoretical studies to evaluate the per-
formance and demonstrate the effectiveness of Wi-Fi-based drive-thru networks. Based
on the performance metrics, existing works can be classified into four main subcategories:
delay-oriented, throughput-oriented, continuity-oriented, and offloading efficiency-oriented.
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To evaluate the performance of the Wi-Fi access delay (time required for authentica-
tion, IP address assignment, and so on), authors in [38] adopt the Markov chain to study
the impact of different factors on the access delay, such as the number of contending Wi-Fi
users, wireless channel conditions, and the utilized authentication mechanisms. The accu-
racy of the theoretical analysis is then verified via MATLAB simulations and experimental
testing. In [41], delay-constrained data transmission is investigated in Wi-Fi VNs, where
data traffic is optimally distributed over cognitive radio and Wi-Fi interfaces to ensure
timely and energy-efficient transmission.
In addition to the delay, throughput is another important metric to evaluate the perfor-
mance of Wi-Fi-assisted vehicular content delivery. In [42], the throughput performance
of the Wi-Fi-based drive-thru Internet is investigated by considering the impact of the
access procedure. Particularly, two access strategies, i.e., WPA2-PSK and Hotspot 2.0, are
studied to show their impact on the throughput performance. In [43], a handoff scheme in
vehicular multi-tier multi-hop mesh networks is proposed for the Wi-Fi-based VNs. Eval-
uation results show that triple throughput can be achieved with the proposed Wi-Fi-based
handoff scheme.
In highly dynamic VNs, it is critical to mitigate communication disruption and main-
tain service continuity. To achieve this goal, authors in [44] propose a scheme named
SWIMMING to ensure seamless and efficient Wi-Fi-based Internet access for moving ve-
hicles, by designing innovative protocols for both uplink and downlink. Particularly, an
ACK detection function is designed to eliminate the adverse effect of multiple ACKs and
improve channel utilization efficiency. In [45], an optimal scheme named ViFi (V-band
Wi-Fi) is proposed to solve the disruptions in connectivity. ViFi utilizes the BSs in close
proximity to vehicles to relay packets to reduce the disruption frequency. A two-month long
trace-driven simulations show that ViFi can achieve considerable improvement in terms of
both TCP performance and VoIP services.
Another important metric for vehicular Wi-Fi communication is how much data can be
offloaded to Wi-Fi networks, i.e., offloading efficiency. In [46], a prediction-based offloading
scheme named Wiffler is proposed to determine the accessed networks for different applica-
tions in HetVNets. Particularly, for delay-tolerant applications, Wiffler leverages a Wi-Fi
connectivity prediction model to defer application data on Wi-Fi. For delay-sensitive ap-
plications, Wiffler proactively switches to cellular networks to avoid high delay penalties.
In [47], a V2V assisted Wi-Fi offloading scheme is proposed to improve the offloading ef-
ficiency in drive-thru Internet. Vehicles are associated with different APs and can utilize
V2V communication to assist peers’ data tasks via their own Wi-Fi resource.
In addition to targeting only one performance metric in a work, there also exist extensive
researches focusing on two or more metrics or exploring the trade-off among different
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metrics. In [48], two game-theory based Wi-Fi offloading schemes are proposed to offload
vehicular traffic through Wi-Fi networks. It is shown that the proposed two offloading
mechanisms can improve the average utility of vehicular users, reduce average service delay,
and effectively offload cellular traffic. In [49], the cost-effectiveness of a Wi-Fi solution
for vehicular Internet access is investigated. By deploying Wi-Fi RSUs at the signalized
intersection and studying the impact of traffic signals on Wi-Fi access, the trade-off between
cost-effectiveness and the normalized service delay is examined. The delay-cost trade-off is
also investigated in [37]. By assuming exponential and Gaussian distributions for vehicle-
RSU encountering times, an adaptive algorithm is proposed to design a data downloading
strategy to achieve the best delay-cost trade-off.
B. TVWS-Based Techniques
Another potential solution to alleviate the cellular spectrum scarcity problem is to leverage
the TVWS band. While analog TV broadcasting became obsolete, the TV spectrum has
been significantly under-utilized currently. According to a study in Japan, more than 100
MHz of TVWS spectrum are observed available in about 84.3% of the country’s area.
Similarly, more than 50% of the TV channels are vacant in US and Hongkong [50]. More
available TV spectrum is expected in some developing countries because of fewer TV
stations used. Thanks to the analog-to-digital transition, which has been completed or is
expected to be completed in the near future in many developed countries, a substantial
amount of TV spectrum that was previously occupied by the TV broadcasting system
can be released, which allows the unlicensed use of TV spectrum when it is not utilized
by licensed users. The unused TV spectrum is referred to as the TVWS band. Due to
its low frequency, the TVWS band can provide high penetration capabilities, low path
loss, and wide coverage up to several kilometers [51]. Specifically, when operating in the
TVWS band, to ensure non-interfering spectrum utilization, vehicles can access the TVWS
channels only if they are not being used by incumbent users. In other words, the TVWS
network access might be interrupted when the primary users become active.
Compared with the cellular and Wi-Fi radio interfaces which are widely adopted in
most modern devices, TVWS technologies have not been widely implemented. However,
there have been many standards and research works focusing on unlicensed communica-
tions in the TVWS band. To better utilize the TVWS spectrum, regulators around the
world have specified regulation frameworks for unlicensed wireless devices operating in the
TVWS band [52]. Furthermore, a set of standards have also been proposed and adopted
for unlicensed use of TVWS spectrum, including IEEE 802.11af [53], IEEE 802.22 [54],
and ETSI reconfigurable radio systems (RRS) [55]. IEEE 802.19.1 standard [56] has also
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been published to facilitate the coexistence of heterogeneous networks in the TVWS band.
Furthermore, there exist many industrial organizations (such as Carlson RuralConnect,
Adaptrum, and 6 Harmonics) that provide devices and systems for TVWS Internet connec-
tivity. Therefore, it can be expected that, just like Wi-Fi, the widespread implementation
of TVWS technology will also become a reality in the near future.
Substantial field tests and theoretical analysis have been done to evaluate the achiev-
able performance of the communication over the TVWS band. In [57], field tests as well
as indoor evaluation of a multi-hop V2V communication system with distributed and au-
tonomous TVWS channel selection are conducted in Japan. In [58], the performances of
802.11n (in 2.4GHz) and 802.11af (in TVWS band) standards are compared in real environ-
ments by means of theoretical analysis and simulations. The results show that the 802.11n
outperforms the 802.11af in terms of data rate, but struggles in complex environments and
NLOS conditions, where the 802.11af can effectively improve the communication perfor-
mance. Focusing on TVWS as the offloading technology, a connection-aware balancing
algorithm (CABA) is proposed in [59] to exploit multiple radio connections to balance the
load and route the traffic through the best possible interface given the network condition.
Running a multi-interface AP with TVWS and Wi-Fi in the field tests, the results show
that balancing the load between Wi-Fi and TVWS can provide a higher playback quality
(up to 15% of the average quality index) in scenarios in which the Wi-Fi is received at a
low strength.
Recently there have been more and more research works focusing on exploiting TVWS
for offloading in VNs. In [60], the TVWS application scenarios in HetVNets are presented.
The authors also propose two TVWS geolocation database based architectures for V2V and
V2I communications. The key technical challenges and future research directions toward
exploiting TVWS for vehicular communications are also highlighted. Similarly, challenges
and opportunities for TVWS access in HetVNets are addressed in [51], with an empha-
sis on media access control (MAC) layer issues. Numerical results of the DSRC system
augmented with a TVWS cognitive module show that TVWS-enabled DSRC vehicular
network outperforms the standard DSRC network in terms of network throughput and
packet loss ratio. In [61], the TVWS band is exploited for vehicular safety message dis-
semination in NLOS intersections, where two mechanisms, i.e., a collaborative procedure
and a dynamic optimal configuration, are adopted to ensure reliable delivery in all vehicle
densities without relying on the infrastructure.
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2.1.2 Vehicular Content Delivery in the AGVN
The UAV-assisted AGVN is a promising solution to support vehicular content delivery. For
offloading through fixed deployed APs, a very dense AP deployment is required to guarantee
a uniform service coverage in the spatial domain. Furthermore, it will inevitably take a
long period for hardware equipment upgrade with a high maintenance cost. Furthermore,
the fixed infrastructure deployment can hardly keep pace with the explosive increasing
and unevenly distributed mobile data. Compared with fixed deployed APs, UAVs have
several important advantages including flexible deployment, cost-effectiveness, and better
LoS communication links, as mentioned in Section 1.2.1. These benefits make UAV-aided
wireless communications a promising integral component of future wireless systems to
support diverse applications with orders-of-magnitude capacity improvement.
In recent years, UAVs have attracted increasing attention in industrial applications.
For example, General Atomics and Boeing are among the notable manufactures providing
military UAVs. Prime Air and Project Wing are delivery systems to offer rapid delivery
by using UAVs. AT&T and Verizon have both conducted trials with LTE BSs mounted
on UAVs. Moreover, Qualcomm is also planning to deploy UAVs for enabling wide-scale
wireless communications in the 5G wireless networks.
There are three typical use cases of UAV-aided wireless communications [15]: 1) UAV-
aided ubiquitous coverage - UAVs can be utilized to assist the existing terrestrial networks
to extend network coverage [62, 63]. In this scenario, UAVs are dispatched to cover areas
without terrestrial network coverage (due to incomplete infrastructure deployment or in-
frastructure damage due to natural disasters) or extremely crowded areas; 2) UAV-aided
relaying - UAVs are exploited to relay information between two or more distant users or
user groups without reliable direct communication links [64]; and 3) UAV-aided informa-
tion dissemination - UAVs are also capable of disseminating (or collecting) delay-tolerant
information to (from) a large number of distributed wireless users [65]. One example sce-
nario is that UAVs can intelligently broadcast the map information to a cluster of vehicles
to alleviate the traffic burden in terrestrial networks.
A. UAV Deployment and Trajectory Design in the AGVN
The UAVs’ mobility control is essential for exploiting the full potential of UAV-aided
wireless communications. Therefore, in most current research works, the UAV-aided system
is investigated with the optimization of UAV deployment or trajectory design to better
serve the mobile users. The UAV deployment design aims to find the optimal locations
for UAVs, including flying altitudes, horizontal positions, and spatial density, to achieve
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the best performance. In [66], a UAV-assisted HetVNet is investigated with a multi-layer
aerial-road vehicular architecture, and a density-aware deployment scheme is proposed to
maximize the throughput with an iterative three-dimensional matching resource allocation
algorithm. In [62], a three-dimensional UAV-cell deployment problem is investigated with
a given number of UAVs being deployed to maximize the user coverage while maintaining
UAV-to-user link qualities. Particularly, a per-UAV iterated particle swarm optimization
algorithm is proposed to optimize UAV deployments for different UAV numbers.
Different from UAV deployment, the UAV trajectory design focuses on designing the
optimal trajectory, following which the UAVs fly to serve users in multiple areas. Recently,
UAV trajectory design has attracted more and more research attention due to its cost-
effectiveness, since one flying UAV can cover multiple areas without requiring the deploy-
ment of multiple UAVs. In [33,67–70], UAVs work as mobile BSs to assist vehicular content
delivery in the AGVN. In [67], UAVs are equipped with the cellular-V2X (C-V2X) tech-
nology to assist vehicular communications with optimized UAV design and radio resource
management. Aiming to serve vehicles that are not covered by terrestrial infrastructure,
a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based approach is proposed in [68] to optimize UAV
trajectories with the consideration of vehicular network dynamics. In [33], a multi-UAV
trajectory planning and resource allocation (TPRA) problem is studied to maximize the ac-
cumulative network throughput while guaranteeing user fairness, UAV power consumption,
and link quality constraints. The TPRA problem is decomposed into two sub-problems
and solved by the proposed hierarchical DRL-based approach. In [69], to maximize the
overall achievable sum rate of V2I users while guaranteeing the reliability of V2V commu-
nications, the authors analyze the optimal transmission power of vehicular users, optimize
the spectrum sharing and resource allocation by graph-based methods, and control the
UAV trajectory control by proposing a Q-learning algorithm. Caching-enabled UAVs are
considered in [70] to assist vehicular content delivery in the AGVN. Aiming to maximize
the operational utility, the caching decisions, UAV trajectory, and radio resource allocation
are jointly optimized while considering the environmental uncertainties and UAVs’ energy
limitations. In [71], a UAV is considered as a relay between BSs and vehicular users in
the AGVN with optimized UAV trajectory and power allocation. In addition, a dynamic
NOMA/OMA scheme is proposed where the NOMA and OMA modes are selected by con-
sidering the trade-off between the complexity of successive-interference-cancellation (SIC)
decoding in NOMA and the achievable sum-rate gain. UAV-aided computing offloading is
investigated in [72], where a UAV is deployed to provide mobile edge computing services
to a set of ground vehicles. An optimization framework for total utility maximization is
developed by jointly optimizing the transmit power of vehicles and the UAV trajectory via
a dynamic programming method.
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B. UAV-Based AGVN Design with Known UAV Mobility
Although the mobility of UAVs is a critical research problem, not all research works on
UAV-assisted communications focus on the UAV deployment or trajectory optimization.
There exist many existing works on UAV-based AGVN design that leverage the full con-
trollability of UAVs and assume that the UAV positions/trajectories are known in advance.
In [73], UAVs are utilized as store-carry-forward nodes to enhance the availability of con-
nectivity paths among vehicles and reduce the end-to-end packet delivery delay, where
UAVs periodically broadcast their mobility information (including location, speed, and
travel direction) to facilitate network management. In [74], an anti-jamming UAV relay
problem is studied where UAVs relay messages from vehicles to RSUs to improve the com-
munication performance against smart jammers. A hot-booting policy hill climbing-based
UAV relay strategy is proposed to achieve the optimal relay policy without requiring infor-
mation on the vehicular model and the jamming model. In [75], the real-time positions of
vehicles and UAVs are assumed to be known by using a global positioning system (GPS).
Then, an efficient routing scheme based on a flooding technique is proposed to ensure reli-
able and robust data delivery in the AGVN, where UAVs and vehicles cooperate in an ad
hoc fashion to provide routing paths. UAVs in [76] act as relays to enhance the vehicular
communication performance, where the mobility information of UAVs and vehicles are ob-
tained via cooperative information exchange. The relay selection problem is then studied
and formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem by jointly considering the state
transition probability of communication interruption and the transmission consumption
including energy consumption and delay consumption.
2.1.3 Vehicular Content Delivery in the SAGVN
As the SAGVN is still in its infancy, extensive industrial and academic efforts have been de-
voted to construct satellite constellation systems and provide insights into the convergence
of space, aerial, and terrestrial networks.
A. Industrial Efforts and Standardization Activities
In the past decades, several LEO satellite constellation systems were established and ap-
plied for global wireless communications. The first global LEO satellite network is the
Iridium system, mainly focusing on voice and low-rate data services. Other LEO satellite
systems, including Globalstar and Orbcomm, tried to support satellite phone or Internet
services to terrestrial users. However, these existing satellite networks did not perform well
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in the communication market and eventually went bankrupt due to the high construction
cost. Recently, driven by the micro-satellite manufacturing and low-cost launch technolo-
gies, there are various initiatives to construct satellite constellations and launch thousands
of LEO satellites. For instance, Starlink is an LEO satellite system proposed by SpaceX,
which plans to launch 42,000 satellites into orbits with altitudes of 340 km ∼ 1150 km.
Currently, more than 1325 Starlink satellites have been launched, and the global service
is expected by late 2021 or 2022 [77]. OneWeb satellite system is expected to include 648
LEO satellites on the orbits with an altitude of 1,200 km, operating on the Ka and Ku
bands. Since 2019, OneWeb has launched 110 satellites into the orbit, and the globally
commercial usage is expected to begin in 2021 [78]. TeleSat, another LEO satellite network,
is expected to have 300 satellites on the orbits with an altitude of 1,000 km and provide
global service starting 2022 [79].
The standardization of satellite-terrestrial network integration has also been developed
to guide the implementation of the SAGVN with high performance. The 3rd generation
partnership project (3GPP) has done substantial standardization work on satellite terres-
trial network integration. Standards [80–83] have been developed to explore the scenarios,
identify service requirements, study the application of new radio (NR), and classify the
service application scenarios. ETSI, another standard organization, has also proposed
some standards related to the convergence of satellite and terrestrial networks. In [84,85],
the definition and classification of communication scenarios, the role of satellites in dis-
aster management, and the resource requirements for different applications are presented,
Considering the scenario of satellite backhauling, [86, 87] address the problem of traffic
distribution in the wireless access network and the implementation of the cooperation be-
tween satellite networks and 3G femto BSs. In [88], the Satellite Independent Service
Access Point (SI-SAP) is proposed and the physical air interfaces for broadband services
are regulated.
In addition to industrial satellite constellation construction and the standardization
processes, there are also some related projects exploring the solutions for the integrated
SAGVN. Project CoRaSat (Cognitive Radio for Satellite Communications) aims to ap-
ply cognitive radio (CR) technology in satellite communication systems to improve the
frequency resource utilization [89]. Project SANSA (Shared Access Terrestrial-Satellite
Backhaul Network enabled by Smart Antennas) proposes a satellite terrestrial network to
mitigate the backhaul pressure [90]. VITAL (VIrtualized hybrid satellite-TerrestriAl sys-
tems) project introduces software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtual-
ization (NFV) technologies to enable flexible management of the integrated network [91].
In project SATNEX IV (SATellite NEtwork of Experts IV), the utilization of terrestrial
communication technologies in space networks is evaluated [92]. SaT5G (Satellite and ter-
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restrial network for 5G) project aims to bring satellite communications into 5G by defining
optimal satellite-based backhaul and traffic offloading solutions [93]. Project SATis5 aims
to build a large-scale real-time live end-to-end 5G integrated satellite terrestrial network
proof-of-concept testbed [94].
B. Research Activities in the SAGVN
The SAGVN shows great potential in the next-generation network systems. There have
been a large number of works focusing on the possible architecture of the integrated
SAGVN. In [11], an SDN-based integrated network architecture is proposed to enable
flexible, efficient, and global management for the SAGVN. In [4], an SDN-based SAGVN
is investigated with a hybrid and hierarchical control architecture, and artificial intelli-
gence (AI)-based engineering solutions are proposed to facilitate efficient network slicing,
mobility management, and cooperative content caching and delivery. In [95], the SAGVN
is studied to address the issues including network reconfiguration under dynamic space
resources constraints, multi-dimensional sensing and context information integration, and
real-time and secure vehicular communications. In [96], a framework of SAG integrated
moving cell, namely, SAGECELL, is proposed to combine space, aerial, and terrestrial
networks in a complementary fashion for matching dynamic varying traffic demands with
limited network capacity supplies.
Focusing on the communication resource allocation in the integrated network, a state-
based and event-driven system model is proposed to facilitate content delivery in [97].
In [98], a cooperative multi-group multicast-based content delivery strategy is proposed.
In particular, beamforming technologies are utilized to improve the network efficiency and
to serve the diversified service requirements with limited radio resources. In [99], the ultra-
dense LEO satellites are integrated with the terrestrial network to achieve efficient data
offloading. Considering the LEO-based backhaul link capacity constraints, the objective
of the work is to maximize the sum data rate and the number of accessed users.
To fully utilize the computing capability of the heterogeneous devices in the SAGVN,
edge computing enhanced SAGVN is promising to enable ubiquitous data processing and
content sharing [100]. Aiming to minimize the task completion time and satellite resource
usage, a joint offloading decision and caching placement problem is investigated for vehi-
cles in the remote area. In [101], the joint optimization of radio resource allocation and
bidirectional communication and computation task offloading is investigated. The original
optimization problem is then decoupled into two sub-problems and solved by the pro-
posed heuristic algorithm. Leveraging the complementary advantages of different network
segments in terms of communication and computing capabilities, a bidirectional mission
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offloading scheme is developed in [13].
A comprehensive survey of the integrated SAG networks is provided in [102], where
topics on cross-layer design, resource management and allocation, system integration, and
network performance analysis are discussed. In [103], a comprehensive simulation platform
is developed for the integrated SAG network, integrating multiple network protocols, node
mobility, and control algorithms. Furthermore, various interfaces are provided to enable
functionality extension to facilitate user-defined mobility traces and control algorithms. In
view of the complex and dynamic network environment of the integrated SAG network, AI-
based techniques are leveraged in [104] to improve the network performance by addressing
challenges in network control, spectrum management, energy management, routing and
handover management, and security guarantee.
2.2 Caching-Assisted Vehicular Content Delivery
Edge caching is a promising technique to address the backhaul limitations including back-
haul congestion, unreliable backhaul links, and long backhaul delay. Caching techniques
enable replicating content files in strategically placed caching nodes/servers during off-peak
time, and redirecting content requests to the most appropriate servers at peak time. In
fact, the caching based content delivery networks (CDNs) have been increasingly deployed
in the world. For example, Akamai Intelligent Platform, Google Global Cache system,
Facebook CDN, Amazon CloudFront, and ARA CDN are several representative state-of-
the-art caching systems [105]. In this section, the existing works on content placement and
delivery strategies are provided.
2.2.1 Content Placement Strategies
The key idea of content placement is to cache content files in nodes close to the requesting
users, enabling content download from caching nodes instead of the remote content server.
Generally, the content placement problem involves three critical issues: 1) where to cache;
2) what to cache; and 3) how to cache. In the SAGVN, the potential caching nodes could be
vehicles and/or the edge infrastructure (e.g., CBSs, Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS stations, UAVs,
and LEO satellites) in different network segments. The selection of caching nodes is affected
by multiple factors including but not limited to the energy and storage capacity constraints
of caching nodes, the willingness of caching nodes to share their resources, and the contact
characteristics between the requesting vehicles and the caching nodes. The problem of
what to cache, on the other hand, is largely determined by content file sizes, the storage
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capacity of caching nodes, and content popularity distributions. To answer the problem
of how to cache, extensive research efforts have been devoted to determining the caching
relationship between caching nodes and content files, as well as the management of caching
storage resources.
To efficiently utilize the limited caching and communication resources for vehicular
content delivery in the caching-assisted HetVNet, caching schemes should be designed
specifically for different scenarios. Based on different caching decision-making manners,
the caching schemes can be divided into different categories (such as proactive/reactive,
centralized/distributed, deterministic/probabilistic) with their corresponding advantages
and disadvantages, as summarized in Table 2.2.
There have been extensive research efforts to investigate the content placement problem
in terrestrial VNs. Focusing on distributed content storage in V2V scenarios, a dynamic
probability caching scheme is introduced by evaluating the community similarity and pri-
vacy rating of vehicles in [106]. Then, the caching vehicles are selected based on con-
tent popularity to reduce the cache redundancy. In [107], an efficient V2V-based caching
strategy is investigated, where each vehicle makes its caching decisions independently by
considering the requirements of different types of applications, the crucial features of data,
and a set of key attributes of the VNs. In [108], an SDN-based incentive V2V caching
scheme is proposed, where a small BS encourages vehicles to cache the popular content
by offering them a reward. The single leader multiple followers Stackelberg game is uti-
lized to model the problem and the Stackelberg equilibrium is derived. Targeting only
V2I communications, content caching in roadside APs is investigated to maximize content
retrievability while considering the limited storage capacities by applying an ILP-based
optimization framework in [109] and multi-object auction-based solutions in [110]. Al-
lowing content caching in both vehicles and fixed APs, an edge caching scheme in RSUs
is developed in [111] to analyze the vehicular content requests and determine where to
obtain the requested content by considering the cooperation between vehicles and RSUs.
In [27], assuming that content files can be cached at a macro-cell BS, RSUs, and smart
vehicles, the authors propose a cooperative edge caching scheme to jointly optimize the
content placement and delivery. The optimization problem is then formulated as a double
timescale Markov decision process and solved by the proposed deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG) based solutions. In addition, a cooperative caching scheme based on
mobility prediction is proposed in [112]. The authors adopt a technique called prediction
based on partial matching to predict the vehicle trajectories with the aid of fixed RSUs
and analyze the expected sojourn time in different hot regions. Then vehicles with a longer
sojourn time in hot regions are selected as caching nodes.
Recently content caching in UAVs has attracted wide research interest due to UAVs’
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Table 2.2: Content caching solutions summary [1]
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inherent characteristics of limited wireless backhaul. However, most of the current UAV-
aided caching solutions focus on mobile networks with no or low mobility rather than the
highly dynamic VNs. However, the ideas behind these solutions are valuable to future re-
lated researches in VNs. Therefore, some caching strategies in non-vehicular networks are
still analyzed below. In [113], the framework of caching UAV-enabled small cell networks
is proposed to alleviate backhaul congestion, reduce energy consumption, and improve the
quality of experience (QoE). In [114–116], both the content placement and UAV deployment
are optimized. In [114], the problem of proactive deployment of caching-enabled UAVs is
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studied to optimize the users’ QoE while minimizing the transmit power used by UAVs. In
specific, the content placement and the optimal location for each UAV are derived based
on the predicted content request distribution, user mobility pattern, and user-UAV associ-
ations. In [115], cache-enabled UAVs are adopted to maximize the throughput among IoT
devices by optimizing content placement and UAV deployment. In specific, the UAV po-
sition is optimized by first determining the best height to maximize the coverage area and
then obtaining the optimal 2D position by enumeration search. Then, the caching proba-
bility optimization is formulated as a linear problem and solved with Lagrangian function.
The joint UAV placement and caching problem is also studied in [116] to maximize the
cache hit ratio (CHR) by optimizing the deployment of UAVs, the content caching, and the
UAV-user associations. Considering the limited endurance of UAVs, a proactive caching
scheme is proposed in [117] to serve ground nodes. An optimization problem is formulated
to obtain a trade-off between the file caching cost and file retrieval cost by jointly optimiz-
ing the caching policy, the UAV trajectory, and communication scheduling. In [65], the
problem of joint caching and resource allocation is investigated for cache-enabled UAVs
to jointly optimize user association, spectrum allocation, and content caching with the
proposed machine learning framework of the liquid state machine. In [118], a hybrid
caching network with UAVs and ground small BSs is developed with probabilistic caching
by considering the successful content delivery probability, energy efficiency, and content
popularity. Aiming to maximize the spectral efficiency (SE), a hybrid caching strategy is
proposed in [119], where a popularity threshold is optimized to divide content into two
subsets, popular files that are cached at all the UAVs and less popular files which are
cached at only one UAV.
Content caching in satellites was initially proposed based on proxy services, where the
content is cached in ground stations with the assistance of satellites. A representative is
the cache satellite distribution system (CSDS) [120] in which the proxy caches periodically
report to a central ground station about requests received from their clients. The central
station then utilizes the satellite broadcast capability to push some Web documents to the
participating proxy caches, which caches the documents locally for future local requests.
Recently, content placement in satellite networks is primarily considered to be performed
with on-board cache [121–125]. In [121], the content placement in LEO satellites is opti-
mized by considering the interactions among distributed satellites for individual content
caching decision-making. An exchange-stable matching (ESM) algorithm is proposed to
solve the content caching problem based on a many-to-many matching game with external-
ities. Content caching in satellite-terrestrial networks is considered in [122], where a two-
layer caching model is proposed to enable caching in both ground stations and satellites.
To minimize the satellite bandwidth consumption, content requests during an aggregation
window will be aggregated and then be served by the satellite as the window expires. Uti-
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lizing the paradigm of information-centric networking (ICN), in-network content caching is
investigated for satellite networks [123]. Considering the specific characteristics of satellite
networks, the solutions developed for terrestrial ICNs need to be redesigned, and a novel
caching scheme named SatCache is proposed. In [124], a multilayered satellite network is
considered, where content caching in LEO and GEO satellites is optimized to realize load
balancing. In [125], a CR-based satellite-terrestrial network is considered and the content
placement on different satellites is studied to optimize the cache hit rate based on content
popularity. Furthermore, the successful download probability is analyzed and two optimal
cache space assignment strategies are proposed based on different terrestrial user densities.
2.2.2 Content Delivery Strategies
The design of content delivery strategies aims to effectively and efficiently disseminate re-
quested content files from caching nodes to requesting users. Generally, content delivery
solutions can be classified into four different categories [126]: reverse request path, con-
tent announcements, periodic broadcast, and delivery scheduling. In reverse request path
schemes, content requests are sent until reaching a caching node that has the required
content, and then the requested content is delivered to the requesting node using the re-
verse path. In content announcement schemes, caching nodes announce to their neighbors
the content files they have cached, and then vehicles interested in these content files can
request directly from these caching nodes. Periodic broadcast refers to solutions in which
caching nodes periodically and actively broadcast content to the passing vehicles. The
delivery scheduling schemes usually leverage the expected network topology to schedule
a delivery from caching nodes to requesting nodes by considering the expected contact
between nodes. In the following, the content delivery strategies are presented in HetVNet
scenarios with different network types.
In the terrestrial HetVNet, content files are delivered by V2V communications, V2I
communications, or the combination of the two. Focusing only on V2V communications,
a cached data transferring scheme is studied in [127] to maintain the survival of the stored
data in a designated region. Particularly, to avoid the loss of cached data when caching
vehicles leave the region of interests, leaving vehicles push their cached coded data packets
to the incoming vehicles it meets via the one-hop V2V link at the entrance/exit of the
region. In [128], the authors propose a scheme named ParkCast, in which parked vehicles
are grouped into a line cluster with a cluster head assisting file transfer. This scheme
involves two types of content delivery: reverse request path and content announcements.
The moving vehicles can report their requests and their carrying content files to the cluster
head, and then the cluster head decides whether to deliver the requested file to the moving
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vehicle and/or selects some parked vehicles to store the content from the moving vehicle.
Similarly in [129], parked vehicles are utilized to increase the storage capacity of the content
server by using the content files cached in parked vehicles. The authors propose a reverse
request path based solution, in which moving vehicles send their interests to other vehicles
in a social spot (with parked vehicles), and then the content server sends the content if
it is available in the cache. Considering both V2I and V2V communications, the authors
propose an in-network caching scheme in VNs in [130], where every vehicle is not only a
subscriber to request a file but a cache node to respond to other vehicles’ requests. It is
assumed that all the vehicles are interested in the same file. Thus the RSU first downloads
the file from the server and then broadcasts the file to all the vehicles. Then some vehicles
receiving the file can cache this file and help spread it to vehicles that have not received the
file through V2V communications. In [131], the authors consider a scenario where vehicles
can only download several packets of the entire file which is broadcast by the RSU. The
authors propose a coalition formation algorithm to enable cooperative V2V content sharing
among different vehicles to complement the missing packets.
When it comes to UAV-aided and satellite-aided content delivery algorithms, most
related research works focus on mobile networks with low mobility rather than VNs. How-
ever, some of these studies are still discussed in the following because these solutions can
provide insight into their applicability for VNs. In [132], an air-ground integrated vehicular
architecture is proposed, where high altitude UAVs proactively broadcast popular content
to vehicles a prior to requests while the ground RSUs provide services on demand through
unicast. In [63], the content files are delivered by ground CBSs or the UAVs if requested.
Particularly, the authors propose a cooperative UAV clustering scheme to form UAV clus-
ters to cooperatively deliver the content to ground mobile users to offload traffic from
ground cellular networks. A RaptorQ-based content dissemination mechanism is proposed
in [133], in which the UAVs are constantly broadcasting content files to ground moving
vehicles. Particularly, content files are encoded by using RaptorQ codes to enhance cod-
ing performance and energy efficiency. In [134], a centralized UAV-based content delivery
scheduling problem is investigated in which a control center is responsible for managing
the service delivery. When the control center receives a service request, it will distribute
the service request to different regions with different UAVs by considering the distance
of delivery, region size, and user’s priority. In [135], a cooperative framework is proposed
where caching-enabled UAVs and RSUs cooperate to support vehicular content delivery
via scheduling and content management.
Focusing on context-aware multimedia content delivery over cooperative satellite-terrestrial
networks, authors of [136] point out the potential challenges caused by the inherently dif-
ferent network characteristics, and propose a dynamic spectrum allocation scheme to ably
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provide context-aware content files. In [137], the multimedia content delivery over a GEO
satellite-terrestrial network is investigated, where multicast multimedia content transmis-
sion is optimized via managing the radio resources. In specific, a multicast subgrouping-
maximum satisfaction index (MS-MSI) algorithm is proposed, where users are divided
into multiple multicast subgroups based on the experienced channel qualities and radio
resources are assigned based on subgroup configuration. In [138], layered content delivery
is investigated in a content-oriented and satellite-integrated CR network, where content
in different layers has different levels of quality representations. A novel state-based and
event-driven system model is proposed to analyze the content delivery performance in
terms of throughput, energy efficiency, and content quality. In [139], content delivery in
high-speed railways over a satellite-terrestrial network is studied. A scheduling and re-
source allocation algorithm is then proposed to enhance content delivery performance with
the prediction of handovers and channel state information.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have surveyed the existing literature for the HetVNet-based vehicular
content delivery (in the terrestrial HetVNet, the AGVN, and the SAGVN) and the content
caching and delivery strategies in VNs. With the literature review, we desire to achieve
a clearer understanding of the limitations and deficiencies in the current studies on this
area, and motivate our research works.
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Chapter 3
Delay-Minimized Edge Caching in
the Terrestrial HetVNet
In this chapter, we investigate content caching in terrestrial HetVNets where Wi-Fi RSUs,
TVWS stations, and CBSs are considered to cache content files and provide vehicular con-
tent delivery. Particularly, to characterize the intermittent network connection provided by
Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS stations, we establish an on-off model with service interruptions to
describe the content delivery process. Content coding then is leveraged to resist the impact
of unstable network connections with optimized coding parameters. By jointly consider-
ing file characteristics and network conditions, we investigate the content placement in
heterogeneous APs to minimize the average content delivery delay, which is formulated
as an ILP problem. Adopting the idea of the student admission model, the ILP problem
is then transformed into a many-to-one matching problem and solved by our proposed
stable-matching-based caching scheme. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
scheme can achieve near-optimal performances in terms of delivery delay and offloading
ratio with low complexity.
3.1 Background and Motivations
To support the tremendous vehicular content delivery with enhanced QoS, the HetVNet
can be utilized to exploit the complementary advantages of different RATs and alleviate
the access network congestion problem. In addition, edge caching is a promising solution
to facilitate content delivery by caching popular content in the HetVNet APs to relieve the
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backhaul traffic with a lower delivery delay. Therefore, in this chapter, we focus on edge
caching in terrestrial HetVNets to serve the vehicular content requests.
Although caching-assisted content delivery has attracted substantial research interests
as mentioned in Chapter 2, the following problems, which are essential in the highly dy-
namic vehicular networks to provide enhanced and diversified wireless network access for
moving vehicles and reduce delivery delay, are insufficiently studied in existing works: 1)
in the time-varying and unreliable VNs, content delivery might encounter service interrup-
tions, which significantly affect the caching performance and further the caching policy.
However, this inherent vehicular characteristic has not been considered in exiting works on
HetVNet caching; 2) most existing works do not take full advantage of the heterogeneous
network resources to boost the caching performance gain. Instead, caching content files in
multiple types of APs should be considered by taking into account their specific network
characteristics including network coverage, network capacity, and AP distributions; and
3) the street layout or vehicle mobility patterns in most existing works are idealized or
assumed to follow certain distributions, which is not practical.
In this chapter, we investigate content caching in terrestrial HetVNet APs, i.e., Wi-Fi
RSUs, TVWS stations, and CBSs, by taking into account the above-mentioned problems,
to provide enhanced and diversified wireless network access for moving vehicles, effectively
offload cellular traffic, and reduce delivery delay. Considering the high vehicle mobility
and the intermittent network access provided by Wi-Fi and TVWS transmissions, the
volume of data that can be transmitted within one coverage area is limited. Therefore,
caching the whole content files, especially large files, in the Wi-Fi RSUs or TVWS stations
is inefficient since the complete downloading of one file requires multiple encounters with
Wi-Fi RSUs or TVWS stations. To improve the caching capability, resist the impact
of intermittent network connection, and enhance storage efficiency, coded caching can be
applied to encode files into small packets. Each AP only needs to cache the encoded packets
with smaller sizes. Recovering the entire file requires downloading a certain number of
encoded packets, which may need the cooperation among the APs. Particularly, Fountain
Codes (also known as rateless erasure codes) [140] are used in this work to encode the
files for the following reasons. Firstly, when using a fixed-rate erasure code, a receiver
missing a source packet must successfully receive another source packet it has not previously
received. This introduces additional overhead when coordinating different APs to serve
a moving vehicle. Fountain codes, however, allow receivers to recover the original file
by retrieving any subset of encoded packets of size slightly larger than the set of source
packets, which is more flexible and reliable with lower communication overhead. Secondly,
compared with other codes widely used in distributed data storage systems with O(K3)
complexity, e.g., random linear codes, fountain codes have a superior decoding complexity
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of O(K lnK) [141], where K is the number of source packets to be encoded.
To minimize the content delivery delay for vehicles, we propose a matching-based
caching scheme in HetVNets. By modeling the intermittent Wi-Fi/TVWS network con-
nections as on-off service processes, the delivery delay is analyzed by applying partial
repeat-after-interruption (PRAI) transmission mode. Based on the delay analysis, the
caching placement problem, which is formulated as an ILP problem, is further transformed
into a many-to-one preference-based matching problem between the content files and the
HetVNet APs. More specifically, by designing the preference lists of content files and Het-
VNet APs based on file popularity, vehicle mobility, and APs’ storage capacities, a student
admission (SA) matching-based caching scheme is proposed, which is further solved by
leveraging the Gale-Shapley (GS) algorithm [142] to obtain a stable matching. Simulation
results show that the proposed scheme can effectively reduce the delivery delay and offload
the cellular traffic. The main contributions of this work are listed as follows:
1. By leveraging the interplay between file characteristics and network conditions, the
problem of edge caching in multiple types of APs in HetVNets is investigated. Par-
ticularly, the dynamics of the content files (e.g., file size and file popularity) and
the network connection (e.g., network capacity, AP distribution, and vehicle mobil-
ity pattern) are jointly considered in this work. The joint consideration facilitates
efficient content caching schemes in the heterogeneous APs to achieve the minimal
average delivery delay.
2. Taking into account the inherent time-varying and unreliable characteristics of VNs,
we model the intermittent network connections to Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS stations
as on-off service processes with generally distributed on-periods and off-periods. Fur-
thermore, coded caching is leveraged to resist the impact of unstable network con-
nections. The coding parameters are optimized to adapt to the characteristics of
different access networks. Then, by applying PRAI transmission mode, the proposed
coded caching scheme can achieve a good balance between delivery delay and of-
floading performance (i.e., the volume of data downloaded without going through
backhaul links).
3. The problem of content caching in HetVNets with service interruption is formulated
as a many-to-one matching problem and solved by our proposed stable-matching-
based caching algorithm. The construction of the two-sided preference lists is multi-
objective, considering both the delivery delay and offloading performances. With
the carefully designed preferences for content files and the APs, our matching-based
caching scheme achieves a good performance with a low time complexity.
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4. We carry out extensive experimental results and provide insightful views on the
suitability of various caching schemes in different HetVNet scenarios, by comparing
multiple performance metrics including delivery delay, offloading ratio, and cache hit
rate.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the system model
and content delivery scenario in HetVNets are described and the problem formulation is
given. In Section 3.3, the detailed derivation of the average content downloading delay
from HetVNet APs is analyzed, and the matching-based content placement optimization
scheme is described in Section 3.4. Simulation results are carried out in Section 3.5 to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme. At last, we conclude this chapter
in Section 3.6.
3.2 System Scenario and Problem Formulation
3.2.1 Scenario Description and Assumptions
Vehicular users in this work are assumed to be equipped with three radio interfaces for
cellular, Wi-Fi, and TVWS communications. Notice that, in addition to Wi-Fi and TVWS
based access technologies, there exist many other techniques [143]. Although only Wi-
Fi, TVWS, and cellular networks are considered in this work, our methodology and the
proposed algorithm are applicable to HetVNets scenarios with more access techniques.
This work studies content caching in HetVNet APs, i.e., Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS stations,
and CBSs, and the communication scenario is depicted in Fig. 3.1(a). Considering urban
and sub-urban scenarios where CBSs are densely deployed, we assume that CBSs can
provide seamless network connections for vehicles at any time. Content delivery from Wi-
Fi RSUs or TVWS stations is available only when vehicles travel through the corresponding
coverage areas, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). The intermittent connections to Wi-Fi/TVWS
networks are modeled as on-off processes, which will be introduced in detail in Section
3.2.2. When a vehicle generates content requests, there are two possible cases as shown in
Fig. 3.1(c): 1) cache miss - if the requested files are not cached in the APs, the CBSs can
fetch them from the content server via backhaul links and then deliver to the vehicle; and
2) cache hit - the requested files are cached and the vehicle can download data directly
from the APs based on the caching location.
In addition to the CBSs covering the entire target area, there also exist NT TVWS sta-
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Figure 3.1: Caching-based content delivery scenario in HetVNet.
in Table 3.1. The TVWS and Wi-Fi coverage radii are denoted by rT and rW , respectively.
The bandwidth of a Wi-Fi RSU is shared by all vehicles associated to it, i.e., the average




W , where R
a
W is the overall
achievable aggregate rate and NaW is the average number of vehicles associated with one
RSU. Likewise, the bandwidths of TVWS stations and CBSs are shared by vehicles asso-
ciated to the same AP. The average TVWS and CBS transmission data rates are denoted
by RT and RC , respectively.
Notice that the file popularity distribution has a great impact on the caching per-
formance, including hit ratio, delivery delay, and cellular traffic offloading ratio. Let
F = {f1, · · · , fM} be the set of M files and zf = [z1, · · · , zM ] be the vector represent-
ing the sizes of the M content files. All the files in set F are sorted by descending order
based on the file popularity1. Thus, fm is the m-th popular file with a request probability
of pmreq. Given the fact that the popularity distribution of the network content items (e.g.,
YouTube videos) approximately follows Zipf’s law, we model the file popularity by the
Zipf distribution in this work: for a content file which ranks m, the probability that it is
1File popularity can be estimated based on the historical requests and predicted as studied in many
existing works (e.g., [20]). Popularity prediction is beyond the scope of this work.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Notations
NT , NW Number of Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS stations, respectively.
rT , rW Coverage radius of Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS stations, respectively.
RT , RW , RC Average TVWS, Wi-Fi, and CBS transmission rates, respectively.
km, αm
The number of source (or encoded) packets and size of each packet for file
fm, respectively.
Km Number of encoded packets required to recover file fm.
pmreq Probability that file fm is requested by vehicles.
pWsuc
Probability that vehicles can successfully download at least one encoded
packet from Wi-Fi RSUs.
pWmax




























Average download delay of fm from Wi-Fi, TVWS, CBS, and backhaul
delivery, respectively.
CT , CW , CC




off Average time length in slots for on- and off-periods for Wi-Fi transmission.
σ Probability that an arbitrary slot is an on-slot.
δ Probability that on-period continues after an on-slot.
Pfiles(fm, I),
PI(I, fm)
File fm’s preference over the APs and APs’ preference over content files.










where the exponent ξ (ξ ≥ 0) controls the relative popularity of the files, i.e., a larger ξ
means that the first few popular files account for the majority of requests.
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3.2.2 On-Off Service Model
Recall that Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS stations provide intermittent network access for drive-
thru vehicles. To avoid harmful interference to licensed users, TVWS band can only be
accessed by unlicensed users when it is not occupied by incumbent users.2 Intermittent
Wi-Fi and TVWS network services are modeled as on-off processes in this work. For Wi-Fi
transmissions, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b), on-periods correspond to the time duration when
Wi-Fi access is available and off-periods appear when the vehicle is not covered by Wi-Fi
RSUs. For TVWS transmissions, the off-periods also include the duration when TVWS
channels are occupied by incumbent users and not available for secondary access. In this
work, we consider a discrete-time system to divide on-periods and off-periods into constant
length intervals called slots. Taking Wi-Fi transmission as an example, we define the length
of one slot as the time required to transmit one bit of data by Wi-Fi RSUs: l = 1/RW .
Thus, an on-period with time length of TWon has T
W
on /l slots.
Let pWon(x) and p
W
off (x) be the probability mass functions (pmfs) of the duration of the
on-periods and off-periods for the Wi-Fi transmission. Generally, the distributions of the
on-off periods are affected by the characteristics of the RSUs (e.g., the deployment density
and the coverage radius) and the mobility patterns of the vehicles. The distributions of the
on- and off-periods can be obtained by observing the vehicle mobility traces in certain areas,
which leads to various distributions in different areas. Alternatively, the distributions can
also be assumed to follow geometrical distributions for analysis simplicity. In this work,
the on- and off-periods are assumed to be generally distributed, and the scheme proposed
in this work can be applied to general cases with any known distributions for the on- and
off-periods.
3.2.3 Fountain Coding
In this work, rateless fountain codes are used to encode files cached in TVWS stations and
Wi-Fi RSUs due to their good computational efficiency and high flexibility and reliability.
In the following, LT (Luby Transform) codes [144], the first proposed fountain codes, are
briefly introduced and used in our subsequent discussions and performance evaluation.
2To conform to this rule, a database-assisted TVWS network architecture is used according to 802.11af,
where a master TVWS device (TVWSD) (i.e., TVWS station in this work) can communicate with the
geolocation database to obtain a list of available TVWS channels, while slave TVWSDs (i.e., vehicles in
this work) can only access to TVWS channels under the control of the master TVWSD. The TVWSDs
need to update the TVWS information subjecting to regulatory constraint, e.g., every 60 seconds according
to 802.11af.
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When applying LT coding, a source file fm is divided into km source packets s1, s2, · · · ,
skm , each of which has a size of αm =
zm
km
, where zm is the total size of fm. Each encoded
packet is obtained from the bitwise exclusive-or (XOR) of d randomly and independently
chosen source packets, where d is drawn from a degree probability distribution Ω(d) with
1 ≤ d ≤ km. In other words, with d obtained from Ω(d), a vector (v1, v2, · · · , vkm) is
generated randomly satisfying vi ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, 2, · · · , km and
∑i=km
i=1 vi = d. The
encoded packet is
∑i=km
i=1 visi (bitwise sum modulo 2). From any set of Km encoded packets
(Km is slightly larger than km, which will be explained at the end of this subsection),
source file fm can be decoded with success probability 1− ε, where ε is the decoding failure
probability when receiving Km encoded packets.
Following [144], the degree distribution Ω(d) follows the Robust Soliton Distribution.





) for some suitable constant c > 0 and 0 < ε ≤ 1. Define
ρ(d) =
{
1/km for d = 1




R/(kmd) for d = 1, · · · , kmR − 1
R ln (R/ε) /km for d =
km
R







Then we have Ω(d) = [φ(d) + ρ(d)]/βm for d = 1, · · · , km. To ensure that the source file
can be decoded with a success probability no smaller than 1 − ε, at least Km = kmβm
encoded packets should be downloaded. Since
∑
d ρ(d) = 1, βm is always larger than 1.
Therefore, the improvement of caching reliability and storage efficiency in Wi-Fi RSUs and
TVWS stations are achieved at the expense of total storage space. Considering that data
downloading from CBSs is always available, content files cached in the CBSs are stored
without coding to avoid unnecessary extra storage occupancy and delivery delay.
3.2.4 Problem Formulation
In this work, content caching in HetVNet APs is investigated to minimize the average
content delivery delay. For files with various popularities and data sizes, caching them in
different types of APs with diverse coverage ranges, transmission data rates, and availabil-
ities leads to distinct content delivery performances. Therefore, different files are suitable
to be cached in different types of HetVNet APs. In this work, we jointly consider the
file characteristics and network conditions to facilitate efficient content caching schemes in
heterogeneous terrestrial APs to minimize the average delivery delay.
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1, file fm is cached in CBSs
0, Otherwise
.
Notice that, one content file can only be cached in one type of APs in this work for
the following reasons: 1) when adopting encoded caching, if a vehicle downloads encoded
packets of a file from multiple access networks, the HetVNet APs need to negotiate and
keep the same coding parameters to ensure successful content decoding. However, different
types of access networks are managed by different service operators, which are competitors
in the market and generally do not cooperate or coordinate the caching scheme; and 2) by




m ≤ 1, the storage efficiency can be improved and more content
files can be cached in HetVNet APs to serve more vehicular requests, which facilitates the
overall content delivery delay minimization.
The ideal case is that all the files can be cached in the APs to avoid extra backhaul
delays, which however is impractical due to limited storage capacities of the APs. There-
fore, what kind of content files should be selected for caching and where they should be
cached need to be carefully designed to reach an overall low delay. Uncached files can be
downloaded from CBSs through backhaul links without coding. Therefore, focusing on the
minimization of the average delivery latency for all the files in the library, we formulate



































mαm ≤ CW , (3.3b)∑M
m=1


















aT1 , · · · , aTm, · · · , aTM
]
, and AC =
[
aC1 , · · · ,
aCm, · · · , aCM
]
. CW , CT , and CC denote the storage capacities of the Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS
stations, and CBSs, respectively. nTm and n
W
m are the numbers of encoded packets of file









represent the average delays of downloading file fm from the Wi-Fi, TVWS, CBS, and
backhaul transmissions, respectively. Therefore, constraints (3.3a) - (3.3c) indicate that
the total size of files cached in the HetVNet APs should not exceed the corresponding
maximum storage capacities. Constraint (3.3d) shows that one content file can be cached
in at most one type of APs.
3.3 Average Delivery Delay Analysis in HetVNet
To design a caching policy with minimized average content delivery delay, the delay perfor-
mances of different delivery options (i.e., Wi-Fi, TVWS, CBS, and backhaul transmissions)
should be analyzed. Firstly, for files encoded and cached in Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS sta-
tions, the coding parameters are optimized based on the file characteristics and network
conditions. Then the PRAI transmission mode is used to deliver the encoded packets and
the corresponding average delivery delay is analyzed. For files not cached in Wi-Fi RSUs
or TVWS stations, the delays of the CBS and backhaul transmission will also be provided.
3.3.1 Determination of Coding Parameters
Determined by the AP deployment and vehicle mobility patterns, the distributions of
the on- and off-periods for Wi-Fi and TVWS transmissions are spatially and temporally
variant. For instance, the on-periods in urban scenarios generally sustain longer than in
rural areas due to lower vehicle velocity and denser deployment of the APs. Targeting only
on the urban scenarios, the distributions of the on-off periods vary in rush hours and in
off-peak hours by virtue of different vehicle densities and velocities. The information of
these distributions, however, can be gathered by monitoring vehicle mobility traces over a
certain area. Generally, the distributions of the on-off periods might change over a day,
but regularity can be observed for the same time period (e.g., rush hours) in different days.
Without loss of generality, this work assumes that the characteristics of the on-off service
processes are known with previous observations. In the following, content download from
Wi-Fi RSUs is taken as an example to illustrate the impact of the on-off model on the
determination of coding parameters.
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Basically, the time length of the on-periods determines the volume of data that can
be transmitted within one coverage area. In our coding-based caching scheme, the size of
one encoded packet is determined based on the distribution of on-periods to ensure that
most vehicles can successfully download at least one packet when traveling through the
RSUs’ coverage areas. To ensure that vehicles driving through a Wi-Fi coverage area have
a probability of at least pWsuc to successfully download at least one packet, we determine













on ) ≥ pWsuc, (3.4)
where TWon is the length of the on-period.
With any known distribution of the on-periods, we can obtain the upper bound for
the value of αWm from (3.4), which is denoted by α
max
m . Considering that the encoding
and decoding complexity of LT codes increase with the value of kWm [141], we choose the
smallest possible value of kWm (largest possible value of α
W
m ) as follows.
kWm = dzm/αmaxm e , αWm = zm/kWm . (3.5)
Since vehicles spend different amount of time within different coverage areas, the volume
of data downloaded by the vehicles within each RSU varies from one another. Given that
fountain codes can generate unlimited number of encoded packets for each file, the number
of packets cached in each RSU should be carefully designed. On one hand, a small number
of cached packets gives rise to large delivery delays for vehicles spending long time in the
coverage area, since they have to wait after downloading all the cached packets in the RSU.
On the other hand, caching storage is wasted if too many packets are cached in each RSU
while the vehicles can never download so much data within one coverage area.
To achieve a good trade-off between delivery delay and storage efficiency, the number
of encoded packets cached in each RSU can be determined based on service requirements.
For instance, to ensure that at least pWmax × 100% of the vehicles can download enough
number of packets for fm within one RSU without wasting time, each RSU should cache
at least nWm packets:













on ) ≥ pWmax. (3.6)




m , and n
W
m .
Note that small files (with kWm = 1 and α
W
m = zm) can be cached without coding to avoid
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Algorithm 1: Determination of Coding Parameters in Wi-Fi Transmission
F : Set of all content files. αm: Size of one encoded packet.
zm: Size of file fm. k
W
m : Number of source packets.
KWm : Number of encoded packets required to recover file fm.
nWm : Number of encoded packets cached in each Wi-Fi RSU.
begin
for fm ∈ F do
Calculate the coding parameters αWm and k
W
m based on Eqs. (3.4)∼(3.5).
if kWm = 1 and α
W
m = zm then
File fm has a small file size and can be cached in Wi-Fi RSUs without
coding.




Obtain the value of nWm based on Eq. (3.6) and calculate the value of K
W
m
based on analysis in Section 3.2.3.
nWm = min{nWm , KWm }.
end
end




m , and K
W
m for any fm ∈ F .
end
extra storage occupancy and delivery delay. In addition, when the value of nWm calculated






m encoded packets are sufficient
to recover fm. The detailed procedure of determining the coding parameters is given in
Algorithm 1. Similar analysis can be applied to coded caching parameter design in
TVWS stations.
3.3.2 Effective Service Time
First we define the terms service time and effective service time (EST). Service time of a
packet is the time required for transmission without interruption. By defining the length of
one slot as the time required to transmit one bit by Wi-Fi RSUs, the service time of fm in
Wi-Fi transmission is equal to zm slots
3. On the other hand, the EST of delivering content
file fm is defined as the time period between the slot when the file request is generated
3Similarly, for TVWS transmission, we can define the length of one slot as the time required to transmit
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Figure 3.2: Effective service time illustration for PRAI transmission mode.
and the end of the slot when transmission of the Km-th packet is finished. For the Wi-Fi
and TVWS content delivery, the EST includes the periods when content downloading is
available and the time duration when the service is interrupted. In the following, the EST
of content delivery is analyzed by taking the Wi-Fi content delivery as an example.
Considering that content files are encoded using LT codes and then cached in Wi-
Fi RSUs, continuous-after-interruption (CAI) transmission mode is not suitable since the
encoded data packets cached in different RSUs are different. Thus, PRAI transmission
mode is adopted in this work. When delivering an encoded packet, if it is not finished
before service interruption, this packet will be dropped and a new encoded packet of the
same content file needs to be transmitted when the vehicle encounters another available
Wi-Fi coverage in PRAI.
Taking the illustration in Fig. 3.2 as an example, a vehicle requests file fm with size zm
at time t0 and content delivery starts as soon as the network access is available at time t1.
Therefore, if the vehicle is not covered by a Wi-Fi RSU when generating the file request, it
has to wait for t1− t0 to get served; otherwise, t1 = t0. After successfully downloading the
first packet of fm, the transmission of the second packet is interrupted when the vehicle
leaves the Wi-Fi coverage area. When entering the coverage area of another Wi-Fi RSU, the
second packet (not necessarily the same as the unfinished one) needs to be re-transmitted.
Thus, the EST of the second packet is t5−t2. Correspondingly, the EST of file fm is t7−t0,
which includes the waiting period t0 ∼ t1 and the ESTs of Km packets.
3.3.3 Average Delay of Wi-Fi and TVWS Delivery
Let µWon and µ
W
off denote the average time length in slots for on- and off-periods. The









For a randomly generated file request, if the vehicle is out of the Wi-Fi service range, it
has to wait for a certain time to get served. Denoting by TWoff the length of the off-period

























Denote by A the event that an on-period continues after an on-slot. Let δ denote the
probability that event A happens and TWon denote the duration of on-periods with mean
value µWon. We have:
δ = Pr(A) =
∞∑
x=0












which can be easily calculated with known pWon(x).
To obtain the EST of the files, we first calculate the EST of one encoded packet.
Referring to the repeat-after-interruption mode in [145], let sWn,`(x) denote the probability
that the remaining EST of a packet with size n bits equals x slots given that the remaining
service time is ` slots and that the slot preceding the remaining EST is an on-slot. Thus
sWn,`(x) = 0 for x < ` and
sWn,`(x) =δs
W





n,n−1(x− j − 1), (3.10)
which is obtained based on the on-off state of the first slot of the remaining EST.
Let SWn,`(z) and P
W
off (z) be the probability generating functions (pgfs) of s
W
n,`(x) and










Thus, we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 1. The average EST (in slots) of delivering a packet with size n bits through Wi-Fi






































jsWn,n−1(x− j − 1)zx−j−1
= δzSWn,`−1(z) + (1− δ)zPWoff (z)SWn,n−1(z).






By substituting different values for `, we have:
• ` = n : SWn,n(z) = δzSWn,n−1(z) + ζSWn,n−1(z) ⇒ SWn,n(z) = (δz + ζ)SWn,n−1(z);
• ` = n− 1 : SWn,n−1(z) = δzSWn,n−2(z) + ζSWn,n−1(z) ⇒ SWn,n−1(z) = δz1−ζS
W
n,n−2(z);





• ` = n− 3 : SWn,n−3(z) = δzSWn,n−4(z) + ζSWn,n−1(z)
⇒ SWn,n−1(z) =
(δz)3
1− ζ − ζδz − ζ(δz)2
SWn,n−4(z);
· · ·









1− δz − ζ[1− (δz)n−1]
,
SWn,n(z) = (δz + ζ)
(δz)n−1(1− δz)
1− δz − ζ[1− (δz)n−1]
=
(
δz + (1− δ)zPWoff (z)
)
(δz)n−1(1− δz)
1− δz − (1− δ)zPWoff (z) [1− (δz)n−1]
.
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Notice that SWn,0(z) = 1 because if there are no more bits to send, the downloading
process ends in the current slot with probability 1. Based on the pgf’s moment-generating
property, the average EST T
W





























which concludes the proof.
Next we analyze the delivery delay of content file fm with K
W
m packets, each of which
is of size αWm . After waiting for T
W
wait slots, the following slot is an on-slot which can serve
one unit of data. Then, the EST of transmitting the remaining αWm − 1 units of the first
packet can be obtained by replacing n by αWm − 1 following Lemma 1. After transmitting
the first packet, the remaining KWm − 1 packets’ delivery is preceded by an on-slot as the
last slot of each packet’s service is clearly an on-slot. Therefore, each of the remaining
KWm − 1 packets has an EST of T
W
αm slots. Thus, the average EST (i.e., delivery delay) of
file fm, denoted by D
W













As shown in the equation above, the EST of a content file is determined by the on-off
distribution (affected by AP distributions and vehicle mobility patterns), network capacity,
and the content file size. The same analysis procedure can be applied when calculating
D
TV
m , the average delay of downloading file fm from TVWS stations, with different distri-
butions of the on-off periods and network capacities.
3.3.4 Delivery Delay of Cellular Downloading
Recall that CBSs can provide seamless coverage for driving vehicles and uncoded caching
scheme is applied for CBS caching. When a file is not completely delivered within the
range of one CBS, a CAI transmission mode can be applied when a vehicle travels through
multiple CBSs. With uncoded caching and CAI transmission mode, no re-transmission is
required and the average delay of downloading a file fm from CBSs can be expressed as
D
C
m = zm/RC . (3.14)
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For content files not cached in the HetVNet APs, they should be served by the CBS through
backhaul links. Without loss of generality, CBSs are connected to the core network with
wired backhaul links. Referring to [146], one hop can be assumed for the wired backhauls.













· (a+ bzm), (3.15)
where the second term is the backhaul transmission delay, λb and λg are the densities
of CBSs and gateways, respectively. a, b, and κ are constants that reflect the processing
capability of the nodes4.
3.4 Matching-Based Content Caching Scheme
In this section, the content placement is optimized to minimize the overall content delivery
delay based on the optimized coding parameters and the average delivery delay analysis
given in Section 3.3. Note that (3.3) is an ILP problem, and the optimal solution can be
obtained by using ILP algorithms, e.g., branch and bound (B&B) algorithm. Considering
the high time complexity of the B&B algorithm, a more efficient way to solve this problem
is needed.
Construct a weighted bipartite graph G = (V , I, E), where V is the set of content files,
I is the set of HetVNet APs, and E is the set of edges connecting vertices in V and I. Each
edge has a weight which can be defined related to the content delivery delay as analyzed
in Section 3.3. Therefore, the content placement problem is actually a weighted bipartite
b-matching problem, i.e., to find a subgraph A ⊂ G to minimize the overall delay such that
each vertex in A has at most b edges. Specifically, each file has b = 1, but the values of b for
the APs are unknown for two reasons: 1) HetVNet APs have different storage capacities;
and 2) caching different files in the same AP requires different storage sizes. Therefore,
b-matching algorithms are not suitable for the content placement optimization. In this
work, we adopt the idea of the SA model and apply GS-based stable matching algorithm
to allocate content files to the HetVNet APs.
4The exact values of the above parameters can be obtained through fitting using real measurements,
which goes beyond the scope of this work.
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3.4.1 Complexity Analysis
As stated above, the optimal solution to the caching placement problem can be found
by applying the B&B algorithm. Although the B&B algorithm is guaranteed to find the
optimal solution, its worst-case time complexity is as high as that of brute-force exhaustive
search. In this work, considering that each file has four possible states (i.e., cached in Wi-
Fi RSUs, TVWS stations, CBSs, or uncached), the worst-case complexity of the B&B
algorithm is O(4M), where M is the total number of content files. Although the practical
searching times is not as large as 4M in most cases, and the average complexity of the B&B
algorithm can be reduced to be polynomial under some conditions, there is no complexity
guarantee and the effectiveness of B&B is still limited by the potential exponential growth
of the execution time as a function of problem size.
SA model solves the matching between students and colleges which have limited quotas,
based on two-sided preferences. By adopting the SA model in this work, we can map
content files to be students and the HetVNet APs to be colleges. The content placement
problem can then be formulated as a many-to-one matching problem between content files
and the HetVNet APs. That is, one file can only be cached in one type of APs, while
one type of APs can cache multiple files up to its quota (i.e., storage capacity). Then, the
GS algorithm can be leveraged to solve this matching problem with a much lower time
complexity, which is O(4×M).
3.4.2 Preference Lists
The matching between files and the caching APs is processed based on the two-sided
preferences, the construction of which can significantly affect the matching results and
further the caching performance gain. Basically, the two-sided preference lists should be
defined highly related to, but not always exactly the same as the optimization objective.
In this work, a multi-objective construction of the preference lists is considered, by using
two different metrics when designing the preference lists for content files and the APs.
Recall that our optimization objective is to minimize the overall delivery delay for all
files. Thus, the preferences of content files over the HetVNet APs can be measured by the
average delivery delay. Specifically, file fm’s preference over the APs is expressed as
Pfiles(fm, I) = D
I
m, (3.16)
where I refers to different ways to download file fm, i.e., Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS stations, and
CBS transmissions. In other words, Pfiles(fm,Wi-Fi) = D
W






m. Basically, it is preferred that a content file is cached in the type of
APs leading to the lowest delivery delay. Thus, by sorting the elements in Pfiles(fm, I) in
ascending order, the first type of APs in fm’s preference list is the most preferred APs for
caching fm.
When designing preference lists for the APs, however, we do not prioritize the content
files based on the delivery delay. Since the content delivery delay is largely dependent on
file size, using delay as a metric leads to an intuitive result that all the APs prefer to cache
small files, regardless of the file popularity. To address this issue, in this work, we define
a new metric to rank the files based on file popularity and the volume of data that can be
offloaded from the backhaul traffic. In other words, APs prefer to cache files that have a
higher request probability with a larger requested data size. By caching this kind of files,
the APs can leverage their storage capacities more efficiently and offload more traffic with
lower delivery latency. Thus, the APs ’ preferences over file fm are measured by
PI(I, fm) = pmreq · αIm ·KIm, (3.17)
where the definition of I is the same as in (3.16). Thus, by sorting the elements in PI(I, fm)
in descending order, the first file in each type of APs’ preference list is file fm leading to
the maximum average offloading data size.
3.4.3 Matching-Based Content Placement Policy
In this subsection, we illustrate the caching placement scheme in HetVNets with on-off
service model. The details are summarized in Algorithm 2. Firstly, for every content file
fm, the average delay performance is analyzed for all the HetVNet APs, based on which
the preference lists are constructed as discussed in (3.16) and (3.17). After that, the GS
algorithm is exploited to solve the SA-based many-to-one matching problem between the
content files and the APs. The matching process can be described as follows:
Step 1: Each content file proposes to its current most favorite caching APs and then
removes this type of APs from its preference list.
Step 2: Each type of APs check all the received proposals from the files, including
both the new proposals and those accepted in former iterations, and then accept the most
preferred files within the storage capacity constraint and reject the rest.
Step 3: For all the rejected files, go to Step 1. The matching process terminates when
all the files are successfully cached or all the APs’ storage capacities are occupied.
As a summary, Algorithm 3 shows the overall process of our proposed matching-based
content caching optimization scheme with the on-off service model.
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Algorithm 2: Matching-Based Caching Optimization Algorithm
F ,Fu: Sets of all the content files and unmatched content files, respectively.
zm: Size of content file fm. Pfiles(fm, I): Preference lists of content files.
PI(I, fm): Preference lists of HetVNet APs.





m: Indicators showing the caching of file fm in Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS
stations, and CBS, respectively.
begin
Initialize Fu = F .
repeat
for fm ∈ Fu do
Propose to the first type of APs I in its preference list Pfiles(fm, I).
Set aIm = 1 (a
I
m ∈ {aWm , aTm, aCm}) and remove I from Pfiles(fm, I).
end
for I ∈ Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS stations, CBSs do









m · SmI,req) ≤ CI then
I keeps all the proposing files and removes accepted files from Fu.
else
I keeps the most preferred files under storage capacity constraint and
rejects the rest;
Remove these accepted files from Fu.
For the rejected files, set aIm = 0 and add them into Fu.
end






until Fu = ∅ or CI,remain ≤ min
fm∈Fu
SmI,req,∀I;








We conduct simulations based on the real scenario of University of Waterloo campus. The
campus map is shown in Fig. 3.3a and the main roads are drawn in Fig. 3.3b. Vehicles
in the target region can always access to the CBS, which is marked as the pink triangle in
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Algorithm 3: Overall Process of the Proposed Matching-Based Caching
Scheme
begin
Step 1: Determine the coding parameters according to Algorithm 1.
Step 2: Analyze the content delivery delay of the coded caching scheme in
HetVNets with service interruption based on Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.
Step 3: Construct multi-objective two-sided preference lists based on Section
3.4.2.
Step 4: Optimize content placement according to the matching-based algorithm
in Algorithm 2.
end
(a) Map (b) AP deployment
Figure 3.3: Simulation settings.
Fig. 3.3b. Blue circles in Fig. 3.3b represent the coverage areas of five Wi-Fi RSUs, and
the red circles are the coverage areas of three TVWS stations. To simulate realistic vehicle
traffic, we use VISSIM simulation tool to generate the traffic of 200 vehicles in the campus
scenario. The content file size is within the range of [0 MB, 1000 MB]. The file popularity
follows Zipf distribution with exponent ξ = 0.7. The default values of main simulation
parameters are listed in Table 3.2 unless otherwise specified.
Recall that we assume known distributions of the on-off periods in this work. Consider-
ing that the time length of the on-off periods might not follow any well-known distributions
(e.g., exponential distribution and normal distribution) in practice and hence a general dis-
tribution is assumed for the on-off service models. In our simulation, based on the mobility
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Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters





C ]: Aggregate rates of a Wi-Fi RSU, TVWS
station, and CBS
[65, 54, 128] Mbps





suc: Probabilities that vehicles can download at




max: Probability that vehicles can download
enough packets from Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS stations
without waiting
0.9
[CW , CT , CC ]: Storage capacities of a Wi-Fi RSU, a TVWS
station, and a CBS
[10, 10, 20] GB
































Figure 3.4: Distributions of on-off periods for TVWS transmission.
traces generated by VISSIM and the deployment of the APs, we can easily obtain the time
vehicles spend in each kind of APs, thus distributions of the on-off periods can be ac-
quired. For instance, our simulation uses Matlab to process the vehicle trace data, and
the distributions of the on-off service periods for TVWS transmission are shown in Fig.
3.4. Note that the time length of the on- and off-periods is affected by factors including
but not limited to the distance between the TVWS stations, the road layout, and the
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Figure 3.5: Average delay per unit data vs. file size
average vehicle velocity. Therefore, the distributions vary in different target regions with
various AP deployments. Simulations in this work leverage the on-off TVWS service time
distributions in Fig. 3.4, and the on-off Wi-Fi service time distribution can be obtained
in a similar way. However, the caching scheme proposed in this work can be applied to
scenarios with any other well-known distributions for the on-off periods.
To evaluate the delay performance, we monitor all the vehicles in the target region,
which generate content requests based on the file popularity distribution. Then a vehicle
is randomly chosen at a random time instant and its data downloading performance is
observed. All the following simulation results are averaged over 1000 trials.
B. Impact of File Size
Fig. 3.5 shows the impact of file size on the average delay performance5 of downloading
files from Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS stations, CBS, or backhaul transmission. Since the average
transmission rates of the CBS and backhaul delivery are mainly determined by the number
of vehicles sharing the spectrum and the deployment of CBSs, the average delays of these
two kinds of transmissions keep unchanged with increasing file size, as shown in Fig. 3.5.
The average delays per unit data for Wi-Fi and TVWS transmissions decline with a larger
file size, and the former has a better delay performance than the latter. For small-size
files, Wi-Fi and TVWS transmissions have poor delay performance. The reason is that,
5Given that overall content delivery delay is significantly affected by file sizes, average delay per unit
data (sec/bit), which is the ratio of the overall delay defined in (3.3) over the total size of the requested
data, is adopted in the simulation to better illustrate the content delivery delay performance.
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(b) Time complexity comparison
Figure 3.6: Delay and complexity performance comparison between B&B, PSO, and GS
matching algorithms.
when compared to the average waiting time, the required service time for small files plays
a minor part in the EST in our on-off service models, therefore leading to a large delay
per unit data. When file size grows, an increasing part of the EST comes from the service
time rather than the time wasted in waiting for service. Finally, the average delay per
unit data converges to a constant value which is determined by the average Wi-Fi/TVWS
transmission rate and the ratio of the average time length of on-periods over that of off-
periods. Therefore, it is advisable that small files (e.g., texts or pictures) are cached in the
CBS without coding, while large files such as movies and high definition maps should be
cached in Wi-Fi RSUs or TVWS stations with coding to achieve performance improvement.
C. Tradeoff between Delay Performance and Complexity
Fig. 3.6 shows the impact of the number of content files on the achievable delay perfor-
mance and complexity of the algorithms. In addition to the B&B and our matching-based
algorithm, one evolutionary algorithm, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
is also included in the performance comparison to further illustrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our proposed scheme. Intuitively, with more content files in the network, the
delivery delay per unit data and the time complexities of all the three algorithms increase.
As shown in Fig. 3.6a, the delivery delay increases because more files need to be fetched
from backhaul transmission due to limited storage capacities. The delay performance of
the B&B algorithm outperforms that of the GS matching-based algorithm, while the per-
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formance gap is insignificant. On the other hand, compared to the B&B algorithm which
has exponentially increased complexity over the network size, the GS-based matching algo-
rithm is significantly less time-consuming, which can be seen in Fig. 3.6b, especially when
the system scales. The PSO algorithm, as shown in the figure, achieves a larger delivery
delay with a longer simulation time when compared with the proposed matching-based al-
gorithm. The delay performance of the PSO algorithm can be further improved, while the
corresponding simulation time will also increase significantly. Therefore, the proposed al-
gorithm is a favorable choice to reduce the time complexity with modest delay performance
loss, especially in complex or heterogeneous networks with a large number of files.
D. Coded Caching vs. Uncoded Caching
Recall that content files are encoded and cached in the Wi-Fi RSUs and TVWS stations. If
the transmission of an encoded packet is interrupted, a PRAI transmission mode is adopted
as explained in Section 3.3.2. In contrast, uncoded caching scheme indicates that files are
cached entirely in APs and the CAI transmission mode can be applied when the vehicle
travels through multiple APs. With uncoded caching and CAI transmission mode, one may
naively believe that the delivery delay can be reduced since no re-transmission is required.
However, uncoded caching leads to a low storage efficiency, which further affects the overall
delay and offloading performance. Therefore, in this part, we compare performances of the
coded caching and uncoded caching schemes to dispel any wishful thinking.
Similar to the analysis in Section 3.3.3, the EST of transmitting a file with size zm
by using the CAI transmission mode is analyzed as follows (taking Wi-Fi transmission as
an example). Given that the slot preceding the effective service time is an on-slot, the
probability that the EST of a packet of length n bits equals ` slots is:
sW,CAIn (`) =δs
W,CAI





n−1 (`− j − 1), (3.18)
The corresponding pgf of sW,CAIn (`) is:
SCAIn (z) =
[
δz + (1− δ)zPWoff (z)
]
SCAIn−1 (z) (3.19)
⇒ SCAIn (z) =
[
δz + (1− δ)zPWoff (z)
]n
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(a) Average delay per unit data
























Figure 3.7: Delay and offloading performance comparison for coded caching and uncoded
caching schemes
In Fig. 3.7, we compare the delay and offloading performances of coded and uncoded
content caching schemes. As shown in Fig. 3.7a, the average delay per unit data for both
caching schemes increases with more content files, because more files need to be retrieved
by backhaul transmissions due to limited storage capacities of the HetVNet APs. It is
worth noting that when the number of files is large enough (≥ 50), coded caching scheme
outperforms the uncoded scheme in terms of overall average delay, since the former can
cache more content files in the APs due to higher storage efficiency.
Define offloading ratio as the ratio of the data volume downloaded without going
through backhaul links over the overall requested data volume. As shown in Fig. 3.7b,
the offloading ratio performances of the coded and uncoded caching schemes are identical
when there are less than twenty files, since the HetVNet APs can successfully cache all the
files. With increasing number of files, a smaller portion of files can be cached in the APs
for uncoded caching scheme, leading to higher probability of backhaul downloading and
lower offloading ratio. On the other hand, despite the decline of offloading ratio, the coded
caching scheme has significant advantage in terms of offloading performance when com-
pared with the uncoded scheme. Stemming from the above observations, uncoded caching
is preferred in scenarios with small number of content files, while coded caching scheme is
more suitable when network scales to achieve better delay and offloading performances.
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(a) Cache hit rate
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Figure 3.8: Cache hit rate, delay, and offloading performance comparison between the
proposed scheme and multi-access-based caching scheme.
E. Single-Access-Based Caching vs. Multi-Access-Based Caching
In the proposed caching scheme, one file is allowed to be cached in only one type of APs
to improve caching storage efficiency without requiring the cooperation among different
access networks. Intuitively, for the cached files, the delivery delay can be further reduced
if they are stored in all the APs such that the vehicles can get served within any access net-
work coverage. However, whether the overall delay performance can be improved remains
unknown. In this part, we compare the proposed caching scheme with the case where the
files are encoded and cached in all the APs, named as the “Multi-Access Caching”, to re-
veal insights on the suitability of these two types of caching schemes in different scenarios.
Notice that, in “Multi-Access Caching” scheme, the files are encoded with the same coding
parameters (i.e., in Algorithm 1, let αm = min{αWm , αTm} and km = zm/αm, then nIm and
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KIm (I refers to Wi-Fi RSUs, TVWS stations, or CBSs) can be calculated accordingly).
In Fig. 3.8, we provide the performance comparison between the proposed scheme and
the “Multi-Access Caching” scheme with different caching storage ratio6. With increasing
storage capacities of the HetVNet APs, both caching schemes achieve better cache hit rate,
delivery delay, and offloading performances. As shown in Figs. 3.8a and 3.8c, the proposed
scheme can achieve a high cache hit rate and offloading ratio. On the other hand, when
adopting the “Multi-Access Caching” scheme, much fewer content files can be cached in the
HetVNet APs for backhaul offloading. Although the cached files can be downloaded faster
in the “Multi-Access Caching” scheme, the overall delivery delay performance is unsatis-
factory due to the substantial backhaul transmission when the caching storage capacity
is limited. Nevertheless, the “Multi-Access Caching” scheme outperforms the proposed
scheme in terms of overall delivery delay when the storage capacity is large enough, e.g.,
when the cache size of each AP is no less than 0.9 of the total size of all the files as shown
in Fig. 3.8b. To summarize, the “Multi-Access Caching” scheme is a favourable choice
when the storage capacity is sufficiently large, while the proposed scheme works well in
general cases with limited caching resources.
F. Performance Comparison with Popularity-Based Caching schemes
Then, we compare our proposed caching scheme with the popularity-based caching schemes.
In particular, the popularity-based schemes prioritize and cache the files based only on file
popularity. As shown in Fig. 3.9, we use ‘Popularity’ to denote the popularity-based
caching schemes. In addition, ‘Wi-Fi > TVWS > CBS’ denotes that content files are
cached in Wi-Fi RSUs with the highest priority, i.e., the most popular content files are first
cached in Wi-Fi RSUs until reaching the caching capacity, then in the TVWS stations, and
the CBSs have the lowest priority. ‘TVWS > Wi-Fi > CBS’ and ‘CBS > Wi-Fi > TVWS’
are defined in a similar way. In addition to the average delay and offloading performance,
the cache hit rate7 is also considered to further compare the performance of the proposed
algorithm and the popularity-based algorithms.
As shown in Fig. 3.9, with a small number of content files, all the files can be cached
in the APs, thus the cache hit rate and offloading ratio are both equal to 1 for all the
algorithms. With increasing number of files, more files need to be retrieved from backhaul
links, thereby leading to a lower cache hit rate, longer delivery delay, and lower offloading
6All the APs are assumed to have the same storage capacity, and the caching storage ratio is the ratio
of the storage capacity of one AP over the total size of all the content files.
7The cache hit rate is defined as the ratio of the number of cache hit in all the APs’ caches to the
overall number of vehicular content requests.
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(c) Offloading Performance
Figure 3.9: Cache hit rate, delay, and offloading performance comparison between the
proposed scheme and popularity-based caching schemes.
ratio for all the algorithms. As shown in Fig. 3.9a, the popularity-based schemes have a
higher cache hit rate than the proposed scheme since the former ones only cache the most
popular files. On the other hand, in addition to the file popularity, the proposed scheme
also takes file size, vehicle mobility, and network characteristics into consideration to ably
cache different types of files in the APs. Therefore, the proposed scheme presents better
delay and offloading performances as shown in Figs. 3.9b and 3.9c.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated content caching in HetVNet APs to provide en-
hanced and diversified wireless network access for moving vehicles and reduce delivery
delay, by considering the impact of factors including file popularity, vehicle mobility, net-
work service interruption, and storage capacities of the APs. Specifically, we have proposed
a matching-based scheme with multi-objective two-sided preference lists to optimize the
content placement problem. Simulation results have validated the effectiveness of the pro-
posed content caching scheme, which can further provide an insight into the optimization
of content sharing in different network conditions.
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Chapter 4
Optimal UAV Caching and
Trajectory Design in the AGVN
In this chapter, we investigate the UAV-aided edge caching to assist terrestrial vehicular
networks in delivering high-bandwidth content files. Aiming at maximizing the overall
network throughput, we formulate a JCTO problem to make decisions on content place-
ment, content delivery, and UAV trajectory simultaneously. As the decisions interact with
each other and the UAV energy is limited, the formulated JCTO problem is intractable
directly and timely. To this end, we propose a deep supervised learning scheme to enable
intelligent edge for real-time decision-making in the highly dynamic vehicular networks. In
specific, we first propose a CBTL algorithm to solve the JCTO problem offline. With a
given content placement strategy, we devise a time-based graph decomposition method to
jointly optimize the content delivery and trajectory design, with which we then leverage the
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to further optimize the content placement.
We then design a deep supervised learning architecture of the CNN to make fast decisions
online. The network density and content request distribution with spatio-temporal dimen-
sions are labeled as channeled images and input to the CNN-based model, and the results
achieved by the CBTL algorithm are labeled as model outputs. With the CNN-based
model, a function which maps the input network information to the output decision can
be intelligently learnt to make timely inferences and facilitate online decisions. We con-
duct extensive trace-driven experiments, and our results demonstrate both the efficiency
of CBTL in solving the JCTO problem and the superior learning performance with the
CNN-based model.
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4.1 Background and Motivations
To accommodate ever-increasing vehicular traffic demands especially in the future driver-
less era, the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is envisioned to be vigorously robust and deliver
high-bandwidth content files limitlessly [10]. As the vehicular network resource is highly
dynamic while the terrestrial network resources (4G/5G) are fixed and rigid, it is a chal-
lenging task to guarantee satisfactory network performance anywhere at any time, such as
at urban busy roads during rush hours. UAV caching is a promising paradigm to assist
the terrestrial network. By proactively caching popular and repetitively requested content
files with large size (such as HD map and the video streaming of a football match or a con-
cert), UAV caching can significantly alleviate the traffic burden of the terrestrial network.
Particularly, the caching-enabled UAVs are physically free from the backhaul limitation,
which makes the implementation of UAV communications more feasible considering the
high agility of UAVs. With fully controllable mobility and high altitude, UAVs can sup-
port fast reconfiguration with high LoS probability for UAV-to-vehicle (U2V) wireless links.
Besides, on-demand UAV communications can be dispatched when the terrestrial network
is overloaded, the manner of which is flexible and cost-effective.
Significant research efforts have been put on the UAV-assisted communications. Despite
the extensive existing works mentioned in Chapter 2, there are still various technical chal-
lenges associated with UAV-assisted caching in VNs. First, most existing works consider
UAV caching in networks with low/no user mobility, which cannot be directly applied to the
vehicular scenarios. The high vehicle mobility causes spatio-temporal variation in vehicle
density and content request distribution, and further affects the UAV caching performance.
Second, the joint decision of content placement, UAV trajectory, and content delivery in
the AGVN has not been well addressed. The joint optimization is essential to improve the
UAV content delivery performance as the three decisions interact with each other. Third,
as the vehicular network condition varies significantly with uncertainties, online decisions
should be constantly made to keep pace with the dynamic vehicular environments, posing
real-time requirements to the optimization solution.
In this chapter, we focus on the joint design of UAV caching (including content place-
ment and delivery) and UAV trajectory in urban vehicular networks that have substantial
content demands. Our objective is to find the optimal solution to the joint optimization
problem in real time to maximize the overall network throughput under the UAVs’ energy
constraints. By partitioning the target area into small regular areas and representing each
area by a point, we construct a topology graph to find the optimal paths of the UAVs,
where the edge weights are affected by the content placement and delivery scheme. As the
formulated JCTO problem is intractable directly and timely due to the coupling of vari-
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ables, we propose a learning-based scheme named LB-JCTO to enable edge intelligence
(EI) and make real-time decisions in the highly dynamic vehicular environments.
LB-JCTO is an offline optimization and learning for online decision framework, in
which deep supervised learning is conducted to facilitate online decisions under the super-
vision of offline optimized targets. Particularly, in the first stage of LB-JCTO, we propose
a CBTL algorithm to solve the JCTO problem. Given a content placement strategy, we
jointly optimize UAV trajectory and content delivery by a time-based graph decomposi-
tion method, where a directed graph is constructed in accordance with the spatial-temporal
variant vehicle densities and content requests. Resource constrained shortest path (RCSP)
algorithms [147] are then used to find the optimal path, representing the optimal content
delivery and trajectory solution. Based on the achieved optimal results, we then leverage
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to optimize content placement, further
enhancing the network throughput. Although the CBTL algorithm can achieve a satisfac-
tory performance, the algorithm complexity still cannot meet the real-time requirements
for online decisions. To this end, in the second stage of LB-JCTO, we adopt a deep learning
architecture of CNN [148] to conduct supervised learning at the intelligent edge. Partic-
ularly, the spatio-temporal variant network density and content requests are labeled as
channeled images and input to the learning model, and the optimized solutions obtained
by the CBTL algorithm are labeled as model outputs. With the well-trained CNN model,
a function that maps the input network information to the output decision can be learnt
to enable timely decision-making.
The merits of LB-JCTO are three-fold: 1) at the offline optimization stage, we can
use a complicated algorithm with a relatively high computation complexity to obtain the
optimized results, which are good learning targets; 2) for offline training, as EI-based LB-
JCTO is trained to learn from a good target, its performance can be well guaranteed;
and 3) at the online stage, with the well-trained CNN-based model, LB-JCTO simply
runs a matching function in the UAVs for the up-to-date collected information, which can
output high-quality and real-time decisions. To evaluate the performance of LB-JCTO,
we conduct extensive trace-driven experiments based on DiDi Chuxing GPS Dataset [149].
Performance results show that: 1) the offline optimization algorithm CBTL can achieve
near-optimal performance and outperform the benchmark scheme significantly; and 2)
guided by the CBTL algorithm, the CNN-based deep learning approach can also achieve
superior performance, and more importantly, it can react to the network input rapidly. We
highlight our major contributions in this work as follows.
• We study the joint design of UAV caching and trajectory in vehicular networks, which
is of significant importance for future CAVs to deliver high-bandwidth content files
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robustly. Specifically, we formulate the JCTO problem to investigate the interplay
between the caching scheme and UAV trajectory design, where the analysis and
derivation of UAV energy consumption, achievable throughput of UAV-based moving
cells and terrestrial networks are respectively presented.
• To solve the JCTO problem in real time, we propose a learning-based scheme named
LB-JCTO to make online inferences in response to the dynamic vehicular networks.
Particularly, in the LB-JCTO scheme, the CBTL algorithm is devised to optimize
the JCTO problem offline, and then a CNN-based learning scheme is designed to
facilitate online decisions.
• Extensive trace-driven experiments are carried out, and results demonstrate that the
CBTL algorithm can efficiently solve the joint optimization problem, and the CNN-
based learning model can well emulate the capability of CBTL while satisfying the
real-time requirements.
We organize the remainder of this chapter as follows. System model and problem
formulation are given in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the proposed LB-JCTO scheme,
which includes the CBTL-based offline optimization as presented in Section 4.4, and the
offline model training and online decision as given in Section 4.5. Trace-driven experimental
results are carried out in Section 4.6, followed by the conclusion in Section 4.7.
4.2 System Scenario and Problem Formulation
4.2.1 Scenario Description
We investigate UAV-assisted edge caching in the AGVN by utilizing UAVs to cache content
files and then serve the ground vehicles. Without loss of generality, we focus on a rectangle
area covered by a single CBS, as shown in Fig. 4.1. A set K of K rotary-wing UAVs
equipped with caching storage units are dispatched into the system to act as moving BSs
to serve the ground vehicles along with the CBS. Let F = {f1, f2, · · · , fF} be the set of
F files requested in the scenario. The size of content files is assumed to be the same1 and
denoted by ςf ,∀ff ∈ F . The caching storage capacity of UAV k is Ck, i.e., UAV k can
cache no more than Ck content files. In addition, the UAV flies horizontally at a constant
altitude of H to achieve a lower level of energy consumption [150].
1In reality, for files with different sizes, the analysis can be easily extended by dividing each file into
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Figure 4.1: Overview of UAV-aided edge caching in vehicular networks.
The ground vehicular networks are highly dynamic with spatio-temporal variance for
vehicle densities and content request distributions. Constrained by the street-layout, ve-
hicle densities on the roads (white areas in Fig. 4.1) are generally larger than those on
the other areas, so as the content request probabilities. Basically, vehicle density can be
estimated based on position information collected from vehicles equipped with GPS de-
vices. Content popularity can be modeled as Zipf distributions according to the analysis
for many real datasets [151]. With Zipf-based content popularity, the request distributions
still vary spatially and temporally due to different user preferences. Although there exist
many works modeling and predicting a user’s preference by using learning methods, the
statistical modeling of the preference of a certain user set based on real-world datasets
has not been well investigated [152]. Inspired by the model in [152], we model the file
preference in each grid at time slot t as follows:
• A grid v and a content file ff are respectively associated with feature values φv,t and
ϑf , where φv,t, ϑf ∈ [0, 1]2.
• The probability that file ff is requested by users in grid v at time t is:
rv,t,f = pf
g(φv,t, ϑf )∑











2Features of a location may include weather characteristics, historical park, and upcoming famous
events; a content file is associated with features such as file type and size, metadata, keywords or tags. To
simplify the model, we use a random value to represent the features of a grid/file, but this basic model
can be easily extended to multi-dimensional feature vectors.
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are the popularity of content ff and the kernel function representing the correlation
between grid v and file ff
3.
Basically, rv1,t1,f 6= rv2,t2,f for v1 6= v2 or t1 6= t2 due to its spatio-temporal variance, despite
that vehicles may have similar preferences over some popular content files.
Aiming at maximizing the overall network throughput, the UAVs should fly to different
locations to keep pace with the network dynamics. To better illustrate the time-varying
locations of the UAVs, we partition the target area into small square grids with side
length w. Each grid square is represented by its central point and denoted by (i, j), i ∈
[1, Nrow], j ∈ [1, Ncol]. This means that the grid locates in the i-th row and j-th column,
and Nrow and Ncol are the numbers of rows and columns in the target area. We can then
construct a topology graph G = (V , E) representing the whole map, where V is the set of
central points of the grid squares and E contains the edges connecting the central points.
For two points u = (i, j) and v = (m,n), (u, v) ∈ E if and only if u, v ∈ V , |i − m| ≤
1, |j − n| ≤ 14.
The UAV endurance is equally discretized into TU time slots, each with a time length
of ∆t. UAVs can fly along the points and edges in graph G, where a UAV can move from
point u to v in two continuous time slots only if (u, v) ∈ E . Notice that the starting and
ending points of a trajectory are the same, i.e., the location where the UAV is dispatched
and collected for battery charging. The starting and ending points for multiple UAVs
can be different. As shown in Fig. 4.1, two UAVs fly along different trajectories, which
are respectively marked in red and green, with different starting points. Along the flying
trajectory, UAVs can keep changing locations at different time slots (Route 1) or choose
to hover above a certain location for multiple time slots (Route 2).
To facilitate analysis, we define necessary notation and symbols below.
1) DNrow×Ncol×TU is a three-dimensional array showing the spatial- and temporal-varying
vehicle densities. The (i, j, t)-th entry di,j,t (or dv,t if v = (i, j)) is the average number of
vehicles in the grid represented by point (i, j) ((i, j) ∈ V) at time slot t (t ≤ Tu).
2) RNrow×Ncol×TU×F is a four-dimensional array representing the spatial- and temporal-
varying content request distributions. The (i, j, t, f)-th entry ri,j,t,f (or rv,t,f if v = (i, j))
is the request probability of file ff in the grid represented by point (i, j) at time slot t.
3The grids and files are correlated due to the underlying correlation between location and content
features.
4In the remainder of this chapter, v and (i, j) are used interchangeably to represent a grid square.
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3) XK×TU = [x1,x2, · · · ,xK ] is the flying trajectories of K UAVs. xk = [xk,1, xk,2, · · · ,
xTU ] is the k-th UAV’s trajectory within its endurance time, where xk,t is its location at
time slot t. Thus we have (xk,t, xk,t+1) ∈ E and xk,1 = xk,TU = v0,k, where v0,k is the
starting point where UAV k is released.
4) AK×F = [a1, a2, · · · , aK ] is an indicator matrix showing the caching of content files
in the UAVs, where ak = [ak,1, ak,2, · · · ak,F ] represents the k-th UAV’s caching status.
ak,f = 1 if content file ff is cached in UAV k; otherwise, ak,f = 0.
5) SK×TU = [s1, s2, · · · , sK ] denotes the content delivery decisions of UAVs along their
trajectories, where sk = [sk,1, sk,2, · · · sk,TU ]. sk,t = 1 if UAV k chooses to serve the vehicular
requests at time t, whereas sk,t = 0 means that UAV k flies without content delivery at
time t.
4.2.2 Communication and UAV Energy Consumption Models
In this part, we introduce the models for U2V and CBS-to-vehicle (C2V) communications.
A. U2V Communications
In this work, the caching-enabled UAVs work in the Wi-Fi spectrum with a constant trans-
mission power, which is denoted by PU . Notice that NLoS links can severely degrade the
communication performance and cannot support efficient U2V content delivery. There-
fore, the UAVs’ coverage radius, denoted by rUAV, can be defined by constraining the LoS


















where a1 and a2 are constant values determined by environment. fc, c, ξLoS and γmax
respectively represent the carrier frequency, light speed, the LoS probability requirement,
and U2V free space pathloss threshold. When partitioning the target area into grid squares,
we can set the side length of each square as w =
√
2rUAV. With this setting, when a UAV
hovers above a grid square, its coverage area can approximately equal the square area.
According to IEEE 802.11 standard, the Wi-Fi coverage area can be divided into zone
areas based on the achieved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels, and the data rates are
calculated based on the Wi-Fi modulation and coding schemes [42]. Therefore, the coverage
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area of a Wi-Fi-based UAV can be divided into L zones. The j-th zone has a distinct
annulus area with width lj and a data rate of Rj. Thus, a vehicle within a grid area can
achieve a mean throughput of:
RUAV = ρ




where l0 = 0 and ρ is Wi-Fi throughput efficiency factor, which characterizes the overhead
of protocol negotiations and packet headers.
The Wi-Fi channel is shared by associated vehicles under a contention-based mecha-
nism. With N vehicles sharing the Wi-Fi channel in a grid area, each vehicle achieves a
data rate of RUAV /N . When the associated vehicles have a throughput requirement of
Rreq, the number of vehicles that can be simultaneously served by a UAV should be no








In this work, channel inversion power control is adopted for the CBS, where transmit
power is allocated based on the channel conditions to ensure equal average SNR for all
the associated vehicles. The C2V channel gain is considered as hi,C = %i,Cd
−α
i,C , where
%i,C is the channel fading and follows an exponential distribution with unit mean, di,C is
the distance between the vehicle and the CBS, and α is the pathloss exponent. Let BC
be the total available cellular bandwidth, which is equally shared by vehicles using C2V
communications. PC,max is the maximum available transmission power of the CBS. Given
that the C2V channel gains keep changing due to vehicle mobility, it is costly to perform
real-time power allocation based on every vehicle’s instantaneous channel condition. Thus,
the average C2V pathloss is used for power allocation for vehicles in the same grid. The
average pathloss is dependent on the average distance to the CBS, which can be calculated
referring to Lemma 1 in [154]. When there are no UAVs in the system, the overall cellular















where Pv,C(t) and hv,C are the transmission power and average channel gain from the CBS
to the vehicles in v (v ∈ V), and σ2 is the noise power density. Thus, we have∑
v∈V
dv,tPv,C(t) = PC,max, (4.7)
Pv1,C(t)hv1,C = Pv2,C(t)hv2,C , ∀v1, v2 ∈ V .
Assuming that K UAVs have caching status A, delivery decision S, and trajectories
X, the set of positions of the K UAVs at time slot t is Vt = {x1,t, x2,t, · · · , xK,t}. In grid
xk,t, the average number of vehicles that need to be served by the CBS is derived as:

















The average throughput achieved by the CBS (denoted by RA,X,SC,t ) and UAV k (denoted

























RA,X,SU,k,t =RUAV · ε
(






where ε(x) is a unit step function, ε(x) = 1 if x > 0; otherwise, ε(x) = 0. Then we can












C. UAV Energy Consumption Models
The energy consumption of the caching-enabled UAVs mainly includes two parts: the
propulsion energy required to support its movement and the communication energy for
content delivery. Notice that the computing energy consumption in UAVs is not considered
here since the computation-intensive tasks are carried out in the UAV control center instead
of UAVs, which will be discussed with more details in Section 4.3.
Propulsion Energy: According to [155] and [154], for a rotary-wing UAV with speed
V , the propulsion power consumption and the propulsion energy consumption during one
time slot can be respectively expressed as:
































· (P0 + P1),
where x ∈ {0, w,
√
2w} is the flying distance within one time slot determined by the UAV
trajectory planning, P0, P1, U , vr, and A are constant parameters related to the UAV’s
weight, wing area, air density, etc.
Communication Energy: When UAV k flies above grid v at time slot t, the proba-
bility that there are n vehicles requesting file ff (with request probability rv,t,f ) is:





rnv,t,f (1− rv,t,f )dv,t−n. (4.13)
Let ak be the caching status of UAV k and Fk = {fk,1, fk,2, · · · , fk,m} be the set of m
content files satisfying ak,f = 1, ∀ff ∈ Fk. Assuming that requests for different files are
independent, the probability that there are n requests for files in Fk is

















Note that one extreme case is that every vehicle requests all the cached files, in which
case there are m · dv,t requests for files in Fk. For n > m · dv,t, we have Pr(Fk, dv,t, n) = 0.
Therefore, given UAV k’s caching status ak and its position xk,t at time t, the average
















To maximize the overall network throughput in the UAV-assisted edge caching system
under UAV energy constraints, A, S, and X should be jointly optimized since they interact
with each other. Based on the network throughput and UAV energy consumption analysis







ak,f ≤ Ck, ∀ff ∈ F ,∀k ∈ K, (4.16a)
TU∑
t=1
Ep(‖xk,t − xk,t−1‖) + Ec(ak, xk,t) · sk,t ≤ Ek,max, (4.16b)
xk,1 = xk,TU = v0,k, (xk,t−1, xk,t) ∈ E , (4.16c)
ak,f = {0, 1}, sk,t = {0, 1}, (4.16d)
where Ek,max is the overall on-board energy of the k-th UAV. Constraint (4.16a) restricts
the maximum number of files cached in each UAV and constraint (4.16b) regulates the
maximum allowable UAV energy consumption. Constraint (4.16c) represents that UAVs
can only fly along the edges in the graph and need to finally return to the starting points.
The JCTO problem in (4.16) is non-convex and intractable since A,X, and S should be
jointly optimized for all the K UAVs under spatio-temporal network variations and the
energy constraints of UAVs.
4.3 Design of LB-JCTO
In this work, we propose a learning-based framework named LB-JCTO to solve the JCTO
problem in (4.16). As shown in Fig. 4.2, the LB-JCTO scheme includes two major stages:
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Figure 4.2: Working diagram of the proposed LB-JCTO scheme.
Offline Optimization: In this stage, network information (including vehicle density
and content request distribution) is obtained either from collected historical data or from
predictions. Then we propose a CBTL algorithm to effectively solve the JCTO problem
and achieve near-optimal joint solutions.
Offline Model Training and Online Decision: We leverage a CNN-based deep learning
scheme to learn from the CBTL algorithm and make fast decisions. The CBTL algorithm
works as a labeler (or supervisor) for the CNN-based learning model. In specific, the
network information and the solution obtained by the CBTL algorithm work together as
labeled data, based on which a function that maps the input network information to the
output decisions can be learnt with the CNN-based model. After well-trained, the learning
model can be utilized to output the corresponding JCTO decisions rapidly to react to new
network information. In the meantime, the new network information can be collected and
used to further train and update the learning model.
Notice that in the LB-JCTO scheme, network information collection, CBTL-based
offline optimization, and CNN-based offline model training can be conducted at the UAV
control center or edge server with powerful computing and processing capabilities. Then the
well-trained learning model can be transferred and implemented on the UAVs to perform
model inference locally and make fast response to the dynamic network information.
4.3.1 Offline Optimization
In the offline optimization stage, the proposed CBTL algorithm first groups vehicles into
K + 1 clusters, each served by a UAV or the CBS. The clustering process ensures that
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each UAV only needs to fly within a certain area rather than traveling a long distance.
This helps save the limited on-board energy and prevent potential collisions among UAVs.
When clustering the vehicles, a new metric combining three different types of similarities is
considered in this work. More specifically, cellular performance similarity, physical location
similarity, and content preference similarity are considered to ensure that vehicles in the
same cluster have similar C2V channel conditions, physical locations, and content interests.
After the vehicle clustering, the JCTO problem needs to be solved for the UAV for
each cluster. Since the JCTO problem is non-convex and difficult to solve, the proposed
CBTL algorithm adopts a vertical decomposition that leads to the following two-layered
structure of the problem:







s.t. Constraint (4.16a). (4.17a)
• Trajectory-and-Delivery-Layer (TDL) Optimization: The TDL optimization problem






s.t. Constraints (4.16b-4.16d). (4.18a)
In this work, the JCTO-CL problem is solved by leveraging the PSO algorithm, and
a time-based graph decomposition method is devised to solve the JCTO-TDL problem,
which will be elaborated in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. Notice that when solving the JCTO-
CL problem, the quality of a caching policy (i.e., the achievable R(A,X,S)) is determined
by the optimal achievable performance with the JCTO-TDL problem. In other words, the
JCTO-TDL optimization is embedded within the JCTO-CL problem in our CBTL-based
offline optimization algorithm.
4.3.2 Offline Model Training and Online Decision
Given network information, the CBTL-based offline optimization algorithm can achieve
satisfied throughput performance. However, in practice it might be difficult to precisely
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predict the vehicle mobility and content request distributions within each grid. For ex-
ample, a vehicle collision can easily change the vehicle density in the accident location as
well as in the surrounding grids. When the network condition changes unexpectedly after
dispatching the UAVs, the achievable system throughput might decrease if the UAVs keep
moving along the pre-designed trajectories. Under such circumstances, re-calculating a
good trajectory is critical to guarantee efficient UAV service provision. Since UAVs are
generally energy-constrained and have limited computing power, our proposed CBTL al-
gorithm is not suitable to be implemented in UAVs to continuously update the trajectories
and delivery decisions in real time. Therefore, in this work, we design a CNN-based deep
learning model that is trained offline under the supervision of the CBTL-based algorithm.
Then UAVs can obtain the trained model from the edge server and perform real-time model
inference locally [156].
CNN is an effective image processing algorithm and has been widely applied in many
fields [157, 158]. With superior learning ability in image understanding, CNN is suitable
for our problem for the following reasons. First, the convolutional layers can effectively
capture the local dependencies and extract important features, e.g., network features like
the road layout or dense areas with frequent requests. Second, CNN also introduces pooling
mechanisms to reduce data dimension while preserving dominant features. With these two
characteristics, the CNN-based model is not only good at learning features but also scalable
to large-scale problems.
In the offline training of the CNN-based model, supervised learning is conducted to
learn the matching function from the input data to the output decisions. Specifically, the
input network information is labeled as channeled images and normalized before fed into
the learning model. The optimized solutions obtained by the CBTL algorithm are labeled
as model outputs to provide supervision to the learning model. The detailed learning
model structure will be introduced in Section 4.5.
4.4 CBTL-Based Offline Optimization
4.4.1 Determining the Number of UAVs
With UAV-assisted communications, the network throughput can be improved and thus
each vehicle’s QoS is enhanced. The optimal number of UAVs dispatched into the system
depends on users’ service satisfaction requirements. In general, users prefer more UAVs
to achieve higher performance satisfaction levels. The service providers, on the other
hand, tend to use the least resource to achieve the best gain and focus more on cost
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Figure 4.3: Impact of K on user satisfaction level and throughput improvement efficiency.
H = 35 m, PC,max = 43 dBm, BC = 20 MHz, PU = 28 dBm.
efficiency, e.g., the performance enhancement introduced by each UAV. Fig. 4.3 shows the
impact of the number of UAVs on users’ satisfaction level (approximated by using sigmoid
function [159]) and throughput improvement by each UAV. It can be seen that, with
more UAVs launched into the system, the average user satisfaction level increases while
the throughput improvement efficiency decreases. Thus, the optimal K varies in different
scenarios with diverse user satisfaction requirements, the number of UAVs a provider has,
and/or the deployment cost efficiency constraint.
In our UAV-based edge caching system, we aim to minimize the number of UAVs
required to satisfy the vehicles’ throughput requirement of Rreq. Recall that channel in-
version power control is adopted for the CBS and the bandwidth is equally allocated to all
associated vehicles. All vehicles served by the CBS have the same received signal strength








When guaranteeing the vehicles’ throughput requirement, the CBS can serve more
vehicles if it serves close vehicles rather than remote vehicles, since the close ones have
better C2V links and require smaller transmit power. For this reason, we sort the grids in
descending order based on C2V channel power gain. Let vi be the i-th closest grid to the
CBS. When the CBS serves users in the first NC nearest grids, the achievable throughput
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 ≥ Rreq. (4.20)
The left side of Eq. (4.20) decreases monotonously with NC . Let NC,max denote the
maximum value of NC that satisfies Eq. (4.20). Although the closed-form expression of
the optimal NC cannot be derived, NC,max can be determined by using approaches like
bisection method. Therefore, the minimum number of UAVs required to ensure vehicle










With K UAVs dispatched into the system, vehicles can be clustered into K + 1 groups
to be served by the UAVs and the CBS. In this work, a widely used clustering method,
K-means clustering [160], is adopted by considering the following similarities:
1) Cellular Performance Similarity - When a UAV is dispatched into the system, the
throughput gain increases if it serves vehicles with poor cellular performance [161]. Thus,
the cellular throughput similarity is an important factor to be considered. Vehicles with
good C2V channels prefer to be in the same cluster and served by the CBS, while other
vehicles need to be served by UAVs. When assigned the same cellular bandwidth B0 and
transmit power P0, vehicles in grid v achieve a throughput of RC,v = B0 log(1+P0hv,C/σ
2).









∈ [0, 1]. (4.22)
2) Physical Location Similarity - Basically, the grid squares in the same cluster served
by a UAV should be in proximity to avoid extra UAV propulsion energy consumption. The




∈ [0, 1], (4.23)
where distu,v is the average distance between grids u and v.
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t=1 rv,t, α1, α2, α3 = 1.
Step 1: Centroid Initialization: The first cluster centroid v0C is the grid where
the CBS is located. Besides, randomly choose K grids, denoted by v1C , · · · , vKC , as
the centroids for the remaining K clusters.
Step 2: Grid Clustering: K + 1 clusters, denoted by C0, C1, · · · , CK , are created
by associating every grid with the centroid with maximum similarity based on
(4.25).






















Step 4: Repeat Steps 2-3 until converging.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 1-4 and choose the best for multiple runs.
3) Content Preference Similarity - To improve the utilization efficiency for the limited
UAV caching resources, vehicles with similar content interests should be grouped and served
by the same UAV. Utilizing cosine similarity to evaluate the file preference similarity [152],









where rv,t = [rv,t,f1 , · · · , rv,t,fF ] is the request distribution in grid v at time t and simu,v,3 ∈
[0, 1].
Taking the above-mentioned three metrics into account, the overall similarity between
grids u and v can be evaluated by
simallu,v = sim
α1
u,v,1 · simα2u,v,2 · simα3u,v,3, (4.25)
where parameters α1, α2 and α3 control the relative importance of the three metrics. For
example, with α1 > 1, we give a higher priority to the cellular performance similarity,
while α < 1 indicates that we put more emphasis on the other two metrics. Targeting
at maximizing simallu,v within a cluster, the K-means based clustering algorithm can be
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Figure 4.4: A simple example of trajectory and content delivery design with time-based
graph decomposition. (R1i,j(t) and R
2
i,j(t) denote the achievable throughput when flying




i,j(t) are the corre-
sponding energy consumption.)
4.4.3 JCTO-TDL Optimization in the CBTL Algorithm
After vehicle clustering, the CBTL algorithm is applied to solve the JCTO problem for
each UAV based on the vertical problem decomposition as mentioned in Section 4.3.1. In
this subsection, the JCTO-TDL problem is addressed by the proposed time-based graph
decomposition method.
Given the caching policy and the current position of a UAV, when the UAV flies to
any feasible position in the next time slot, the achievable network throughput and the
corresponding energy consumption can be calculated based on Section 4.2.2. The JCTO-
TDL sub-problem, which aims to find the optimal content delivery and UAV trajectory
to maximize the network throughput under the energy constraint, is similar to the RCSP
problem, which has been investigated in [147]. However, the RCSP algorithm cannot be
directly applied to the JCTO-TDL problem for the following reasons: 1) in each time slot,
sk,t can be either 0 or 1, which corresponds to two edges between the adjacent grids with
different weights (i.e., achievable network throughput) and costs (i.e., energy consumption),
as shown in Fig. 4.4a; and 2) due to the time-variant D and R, the weights and costs of an
edge change when visited by UAVs at different time slots. Fig. 4.4b gives two examples of
trajectories from v1 to v4, which are respectively marked in red and blue. The throughput
and energy consumption vary when the UAV flies from v3 to v4 at different times.
To address the above-mentioned issues, we propose a time-based decomposition method
to expand graph G into a directed graph, as shown in Fig. 4.4c. The edge exists between
vi at time t1 and vj at time t2 only if t2 = t1 + ∆t and (vi, vj) ∈ V . An example path
is given as the purple curve in Fig. 4.4c, which represents a possible UAV trajectory and
content delivery decision in each step from source (v1 at time t0) to destination (v1 at time
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Algorithm 5: JCTO-TDL Optimization in CBTL Algorithm
vk: the starting and ending point of UAV k.
Step 1: For any (u, v) ∈ E and t ∈ [1, TU ], calculate the weights (throughput) and
costs (energy consumption).
Step 2: Use shortest path (SP) algorithms (e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm) to find the
path with smallest cost.
Let Et0,tT denote the sum cost from source to vk at time slot tT .
Find tT such that Et0,tT ≤ Ek,all and Et0,tT+1 > Ek,all. Let tmaxT = tT .
Step 3: Use SP algorithms to find the path with largest cost.
Find tT such that Et0,tT ≤ Ek,all and Et0,tT+1 > Ek,all. Let tminT = tT .





Construct time-based decomposed graph as shown in Fig. 4.4(c).
Apply RCSP algorithms to find the optimal path in the graph. Record the best
path which leads to the maximum achievable network throughput.
end
Output the recorded best path.
tT
5). To this end, the JCTO-TDL problem is equivalent to finding the optimal path in the
expanded graph to maximize sum weights under the cost constraint. With given source
and destination, RCSP algorithms can be leveraged to find the optimal path. Given that
the UAV’s energy consumption varies with different trajectories and delivery decisions, it is
difficult to determine the destination tk when the UAV exhausts its energy. To address this
issue, we execute an energy-constrained line-search on tk to find the optimal JCTO-TDL
solution, as described in Algorithm 5.
4.4.4 JCTO-CL Optimization in the CBTL Algorithm
The JCTO-TDL optimization provides the optimal X, S, and the correspondingR(A,X,S)
with given caching policy. In this subsection, the content placement is optimized to further
improve the network throughput. However, conventional linear programming approaches
cannot solve the JCTO-CL problem because we are not able to provide a closed-form
expression for R(A,X,S). Compared to the exhaustive searching scheme with exorbitant
time complexity, heuristic algorithms, especially the evolutionary heuristics, are considered
5The UAV returns to the UAV center at time tT ≤ TU . From time slot tT+1 to TU , the UAV stays in
the UAV center without content delivery and charges its battery for the next flight.
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as better alternative choices to approach the optima [162]. More specifically, we utilize the
PSO algorithm in this work due to its low computational cost and fast convergence [163].
When applying the PSO algorithm to solve the JCTO-CL problem, we first generate a
group of particles, each of which has a position indicating a potential caching scheme. Then
the fitness values (achievable network throughput) of these particles are calculated based
on the analysis in Section 4.4.3. Based on the particles’ positions and fitness values, there
exist a local optimal position ($`local(t)) for each particle ` and a global optimal position
($global(t)) for the entire particle swarm at the t-th iteration. Then, at iteration t+ 1, the
position $`(t+ 1) and velocity ν`(t+ 1) of particle ` are updated as:
ν`(t+ 1) =φν`(t) + c1φ1($
`
local(t)−$`(t)) + c2φ2($global(t)−$`(t)), (4.26)
$`(t+ 1) =$`(t) + ν`(t+ 1),
where φ determines convergence speed, c1 and c2 are local and global learning coefficients,
and φ1 and φ2 are positive random variables. The iteration terminates when a termination
criterion (e.g., reaching the maximum iterations or minimum error criteria) is met.
To this end, with given ground vehicle densities and content request distributions, the
JCTO problem can be solved effectively by our proposed CBTL algorithm.
4.5 CNN-Based Learning for Online Decision
Based on the offline optimized solutions provided by the CBTL algorithm, a CNN-based
deep supervised learning scheme is designed in this section to make real-time decisions
under dynamic network conditions.
4.5.1 Image-Like Input Data
As stated in Section IV, the JCTO problem is investigated with dynamic network infor-
mation (e.g., D and R). In this part, we adopt an image-based method to present the
spatio-temporal network dynamics as images to facilitate the learning scheme.
Vehicle density D is a three-dimensional array, which consists of TU two-dimensional
matrices. Each two-dimensional matrix has Nrow × Ncol elements and can be viewed as a
channel of an image. In this way, each pixel in the image corresponds to one element in the
matrix. The input vehicle density can then be considered as an image with TU channels,
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Figure 4.5: Structure of the CNN-based deep supervised learning model.
Content request distribution R, on the other hand, is a four-dimensional array. To
make the input dimension consistent without losing useful information about the request
distribution, we use φv,t (as discussed in Section 4.2.1, v = (i, j), i ∈ [1, Nrow], j ∈ [1, Ncol])
to represent the content request distribution in grid v at time t. Then the three-dimensional
array ΦNrow×Ncol×TU , with the (i, j, t)-th entry being φi,j,t, can also be treated as an image
with TU channels.
Notice that D and Φ are of different scales. Considering that neural networks are
sensitive to the scaling and distribution of their inputs, proper normalization is critical for
convergence [164]. In our CNN-based learning model, the input data is normalized before





With normalized range of the input data, the impact of D and Φ are re-scaled to approx-
imately the same level to facilitate the learning process.
4.5.2 CNN-Based Model Training
Fig. 4.5 shows the structure of our CNN-based learning model with three main parts, i.e.,
model input, feature extraction, and decision making and output.
1) Model input contains the image-like network information arrays with spatio-temporal
characteristics, as explained in Section 4.5.1. Thus, the l-th input data can be written as:
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INl = [d1, · · · ,dt, · · · ,dTU ,φ1, · · · ,φt, · · · ,φTU ] , (4.28)
where dt and φt are Nrow ×Ncol matrices with (i, j)-th entry being di,j,t and φi,j,t, respec-
tively.
2) The extraction of the network features is accomplished by the combination of con-
volutional and pooling layers, which is the core part of the CNN model. In the `-th
convolutional layer, there are N `k kernels (or filters) of size W
`
k × H`k with stride s`k. For
instance, as shown in the 1st convolutional layer in Fig. 4.5, there are N1k kernels of
size 3 × 3 with stride 2, then the input network information of size 2Nrow × Ncol × TU











×N1k . This output is then added by biases and activated
by an activation function (such as ReLU, Sigmoid, and Softmax), which introduces non-
linearity into the system to improve the model’s learning capability. After the convolutional
layer, a pooling layer is introduced to downsample the convolved features by summariz-
ing the presence of features, by using either a max-pooling function or an average-pooling
function. For example, in the second layer (first pooling layer) in Fig. 4.5, we use max-



















× N1k . With max-pooling layers, the
data dimension can be reduced whereas dominant features can be preserved, and the level
of distortion invariance can be improved. Basically, the CNN has more than one convo-
lutional layer. With added layers, the CNN can capture not only some straightforward
features (e.g., detection of road layout), but also sophisticated features (e.g., recognizing
needy areas with intensive requests or undesired C2V links) of the model input.
3) In the decision making part, the extracted features are first flattened and concate-
nated into a column vector. Then some fully-connected layers are added to map the input
data to the decision output, by learning the combinations of the extracted network fea-
tures. Activation functions can be added after each fully-connected layer to introduce
non-linearity and improve learning capability. Over a series of training epochs, a possibly
nonlinear function between the input and output can be learnt with the CNN-based model.
Notice that the output of the CNN-based model is represented by a column with length∑
k Ck +K · (TU + TU · 2), which includes:
•
∑
k Ck numbers in the output show the caching status in the UAVs, with each number
in range [1, F ] showing the index of the files being cached;
• K · TU numbers in the output represent the K UAVs’ delivery decisions, with each
number in {0, 1};
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• K · TU · 2 numbers in the output describe the trajectories of the K UAVs in TU time




In this section, we perform extensive trace-driven simulations to evaluate the proposed LB-
JCTO scheme. We adopt the Didi Chuxing GAIA Initiative dataset, which includes taxi
GPS traces within the second ring road in Xi’an [149]. The dataset logs key attributes of
vehicular mobility including vehicle positions, vehicle ID, and corresponding timestamps.
The traffic data is aggregated every 2-4 seconds from 1 October 2016 to 31 October 2016
(31 days). Specifically, we focus on a 2000 m × 2000 m square area within longitude range
(108.9169, 108.9300) and latitude range (34.2290, 34.2466). For UAV communications, the
zone parameters and corresponding data rates are calculated as shown in [154]. The default
values of main parameters related to the UAVs are: K = 2, H = 30 m, V = 15 m/s,
Ek,max = 50 KJ, ξLoS = 0.99, and γmax = 37.5 dB. For cellular communications, the default
parameters are: α = 3, BC = 20 MHz, PC,max = 20 W, and σ
2 = 10−15 W/Hz. The Zipf
exponent ξ is set to 0.7 and time slot length ∆t is set to 5s unless otherwise specified.
For learning model training, we implement a learning model with 11 layers detailed as
follows. The model has three convolutional layers with channel sizes of 16, 32, and 64,
respectively. The kernel size and strides for each convolutional layer are (3, 3) and (2, 2),
respectively. After each convolutional layer, a max-pooling layer is added with pool size
(2, 2). Four fully-connected layers are then added with 1024, 1024, 512, and 256 neurons,
respectively, followed by one output layer. ReLU activation function is added after each
layer to introduce non-linearity and improve learning capability.
4.6.2 Evaluation of CBTL-Based Offline Optimization
The following benchmark schemes are used for performance comparison to evaluate the
performance of the offline optimization CBTL algorithm.
• Exhaustive Search (ES) Algorithm: An ES method is used in JCTO-CL to optimize
the content placement decision.
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(b) Simulation running time
Figure 4.6: Comparison between PSO- and ES-based algorithms.
• Greedy Algorithm: UAVs fly and deliver content greedily in JCTO-TDL optimization,
where the UAVs always visit nearby locations with the best throughput performance
in each step. The UAVs return to the starting points when the remaining energy is
barely sufficient for returning.
Fig. 4.6 shows the network throughput and execution time with the PSO- and ES-based
algorithms to solve the JCTO-CL problem. As can be seen in Fig. 4.6a, applying the PSO-
based method in our CBTL algorithm achieves almost the same throughput performance as
applying the ES method. However, the PSO-based method is much less time-consuming
than the ES algorithm, as shown in Fig. 4.6b. Therefore, instead of learning from the
optimal ES algorithm, the CNN-based model in this work utilizes the CBTL algorithm as
the learning supervisor to save substantial time in data labelling such that more data can
be used to train the model, which is more energy-efficient.
Fig. 4.7 shows the network throughput and the corresponding execution time of apply-
ing RCSP-based and greedy-based algorithms with different values of ∆t and H. A small
∆t means a fine-grained CBTL optimization in time domain is conducted, whereas a large
∆t (e.g., ∆t equals the UAV endurance time and TU = 1) is more related to the case with
UAV deployment instead of trajectory design. Besides, with the simulation setting in Fig.
4.7, a lower UAV flying height corresponds to a smaller coverage area and indicates a refined
division of the target area in spatial domain. It can be seen that, the network throughput
and execution time both increase with smaller ∆t and H, which can be attributed to the
more sophisticated design in our CBTL algorithm. Focusing on the network throughput,
we can conclude from Fig. 4.7a that applying RCSP-based method in our CBTL algorithm
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(b) Simulation running time
Figure 4.7: Comparison between RCSP- and greedy-based algorithms.
achieves a better performance. However, it has higher time complexity than the greedy
algorithm, especially in the fine-grained optimization cases with small ∆t and H, as shown
in Fig. 4.7b. Concluding from Figs. 4.6-4.7, the proposed CBTL optimization algorithm
can achieve near-optimal network throughput performance with time complexity slightly
higher than the greedy-based algorithm.
Fig. 4.8 shows the impact of the number of UAVs K and the available UAV on-
board energy Ek,max on the achievable network throughput. To further demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we also compare the case of UAV deployment. When
UAVs are fixedly deployed, the optimal positions for UAVs are selected based on the
network conditions at the first slot and then UAVs hover in those positions until energy
depletion. As shown in Fig. 4.8a, the network throughput improvement increases with
more UAVs dispatched into the system. However, throughput improvement introduced by
each UAV diminishes with increasing K. The UAV trajectory design case outperforms the
UAV deployment case, since the former is able to capture the network dynamics to ensure
effective content delivery. In addition, as shown in Fig. 4.8b, a larger Ek,max leads to a
higher network throughput for both UAV trajectory design and deployment cases since the
UAVs can stay in the system longer. Notice that the throughput performance gap between
the UAV trajectory and deployment cases increases with Ek,max, since UAV trajectory
design scheme is adaptive to the network variance and enables effective utilization of the
energy to provide delivery services.
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(a) Impact of number of UAVs





















(b) Impact of available UAV on-board energy
Figure 4.8: Throughput performance vs. K and Ek,max.
4.6.3 Evaluation of EI-Based CNN Learning Model
In this subsection, the achievable performance with the CNN-based learning model is
evaluated. More specifically, we have trained multiple models by using different sets of
trace data for performance comparison. For instance, “Model: [20, 50]”, “Model: [50,
80]”, “Model: ≥ 80”, and “Model: General” are used to represent the models which are
trained by using data where the number of vehicles in the target scenario is between 20
and 50, between 50 and 80, no less than 80, and unconstrained, respectively. For all the
experiments, we adopt the trace data that is never used in the model training process to
test the performance.
Fig. 4.9 shows the network throughput and execution time with the CNN-based learn-
ing model by using vehicle trace data during 9:15 AM ∼ 10:30 AM on 1 October 2016. The
real-time number of vehicles in the target area is depicted in Fig. 4.9a. When using the
general model to make online decisions, although the achieved network throughput out-
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Figure 4.9: Performance for CNN-based online decision model.
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Figure 4.10: Throughput performance with density-related CNN models.
offline CBTL algorithm. Therefore, it is not always the best option to train one model to
incorporate all the features in different network conditions where the vehicle density varies
from 40 to 120. To make comparison, in Fig. 4.9c, the “Model: ≥ 80” is used to make
the JCTO decisions. Although the throughput performance is far from ideal in the be-
ginning, the CNN-based learning model provides almost the same network throughput as
the RCSP-based optimization algorithm when the vehicle density increases over 80 (shown
within the red rectangle). More importantly, as shown in Fig. 4.9d, the CNN-based learn-
ing model takes much less time when compared with the CBTL-based offline optimization
algorithms. Therefore, a well-trained CNN-based model can be utilized to make online
decisions with a satisfactory network throughput performance and low-complexity. How-
ever, how to select and refine the models to apply to different network conditions requires
further investigation, in order to achieve the best learning performance.
Fig. 4.10 shows the achievable performance with different models under different density
conditions. Specifically, average throughput percentage loss is used as a metric to evaluate
the performance6. As shown in Fig. 4.10, “Model: [20, 50]” achieves the best performance
(i.e., with the lowest throughput percentage losses) when applied to scenarios with vehicle
densities falling in range [20, 50], but its performance is unsatisfactory in other cases.
Similar results can be found for “Model: [50, 80]” and “Model: ≥ 80”. Therefore, training
multiple density-specified models and applying them in corresponding scenarios is a decent
6Throughput percentage loss is defined (R̂− R̃)/R̂, where R̂ and R̃ are the achievable network through-
put of the CBTL-based offline optimization algorithm and the CNN-based learning model, respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Network throughput with different methods of training data selection.
method to enhance model performance. However, a fine-grained model training can inflict
significant training and storage cost. Besides, if the model granularity is too fine, the
performance will be impacted since less training data is available. Therefore, the optimal
number of learning models should be determined based on the throughput requirements,
computing and storage capacities of devices, data availability, and so on.
Fig. 4.11 shows the impact of training data on the performance of the CNN-based
models. The X axis represents the cases where 0.1 ∼ 0.9 of the available data is selected
for model training. “Uniform” and “Continuous” indicate that the training data is selected
uniformly and continuously from the available dataset, respectively. In “Fixed Interval”
case, the training data is selected at fixed intervals, e.g., choosing the first two out of every
ten pieces of data. As shown in Fig. 4.11, more data used for model training generally leads
to a better throughput performance, since more information about the network features
and regularities can be learnt with the CNN-based model. Among the three different
methods of training data selection, the “Continuous” case achieves the worst performance
since the training data is highly temporally correlated and it cannot learn all the network
dynamics in time domain. On the other hand, the “Uniform” and “Fixed Interval” behave
well since they are able to capture the network variance in different time intervals. Thus,
to obtain a well-performed learning model, one should gather and select enough training
data to learn as many potential features as possible.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated the joint design of UAV caching and trajectory in
highly dynamic vehicular networks. As the formulated JCTO problem is non-convex and
difficult to solve in a timely manner, we have proposed LB-JCTO to offline optimize the
JCTO problem and train a learning model at the edge to make online decisions. Par-
ticularly, in the offline stage, the CBTL algorithm has been devised to solve the JCTO
problem. Then a CNN-based deep supervised learning model is trained to learn the CBTL
algorithm, which can be used in the online stage to make fast decisions. Extensive trace-
driven experiments have been carried out to demonstrate that the CBTL algorithm can
efficiently solve the JCTO problem, and the CNN-based learning model can well emulate




Cooperative Content Delivery in the
SAGVN
In this chapter, we investigate cooperative content delivery in the SAGVN, where vehic-
ular content requests can be simultaneously served by multiple APs in space, aerial, and
terrestrial networks. In specific, a joint optimization problem of vehicle-to-AP association,
bandwidth allocation, and content delivery ratio, referred to as the ABC problem, is
formulated to minimize the overall content delivery delay while satisfying vehicular QoS
requirements. To address the tightly-coupled optimization variables, we propose a load-
and mobility-aware ABC (LMA-ABC ) scheme to solve the joint optimization problem as
follows. We first decompose the ABC problem to optimize the content delivery ratio. Then
the impact of bandwidth allocation on the achievable delay performance is analyzed, and
an effect of diminishing delay performance gain is revealed. Based on the analysis results,
the LMA-ABC scheme is designed with the consideration of user fairness, load balanc-
ing, and vehicle mobility. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed LMA-ABC
scheme can significantly reduce the cooperative content delivery delay comparing to the
benchmark schemes.
5.1 Background and Motivations
To support multifarious vehicular services with differentiated QoS requirements, the SAGVN
is envisioned as a promising solution to provide global network connectivity, enhanced net-
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work flexibility, and improved network reliability. In the SAGVN, CAVs should be able
to access their requested data with minimal latency. To achieve this goal, different net-
work segments in the SAGVN need to cooperatively provision vehicular content requests
by leveraging heterogeneous network resources ingeniously. With cooperative content de-
livery, CAVs can be served by multiple APs (including the terrestrial BSs, aerial UAVs,
and space satellites) simultaneously to enhance the QoS. However, achieving efficient co-
operative delivery is a daunting task in the SAGVN, since significant research issues arise,
including 1) vehicle-to-AP association; 2) wireless communication resource allocation; and
3) content delivery ratio optimization (i.e., determining the content delivery ratio at dif-
ferent APs), which are crucial to content delivery performance yet hard to be addressed
due to their intercoupling relationships.
In the literature, there exist substantial studies on user association and resource allo-
cation. In [165], the network-wide user association problem is studied in heterogeneous
cellular networks, where a low-complexity algorithm is proposed to find a near-optimal
solution. In [166], joint user association and resource allocation is investigated and solved
distributively by employing decomposition methods. In [167], a problem of joint user as-
sociation, channel allocation, antenna selection, and power control is studied. Recently,
reinforcement-learning-based methods have attracted growing research attention to solving
user association and resource allocation problems [168, 169]. However, these studies focus
on single-AP association, where each user can be associated with at most one AP each
time. This significantly constrains the communication performance including throughput
and reliability [170]. In this work, we focus on a more complicated cooperative content
delivery scenario with multi-AP association to enhance the QoS of vehicular content deliv-
ery, where the existing solutions cannot be applied. Furthermore, distinct characteristics
of different network segments should be considered when making decisions on the vehicle-
to-AP association, bandwidth allocation, and delivery ratio optimization, which are not
considered in the above-mentioned existing works.
In this chapter, we focus on cooperative content delivery in the SAGVN, where LEO
satellites, UAVs, and ground BSs cooperatively serve the content requests from CAVs.
In specific, an ABC problem is formulated to jointly optimize the vehicle-to-AP associa-
tion, bandwidth allocation, and content delivery ratio, with the objective of minimizing
the overall content delivery delay while satisfying vehicular QoS requirements. The joint
optimization problem is intractable due to the following reasons. First, the vehicle-to-AP
association is tricky in the complicated SAGVN scenario due to the unprecedented hetero-
geneity and large network scale. Second, the wireless communication resource allocation
should be optimized for all the service requests to guarantee the overall network perfor-
mance, with the user mobility and load balancing taken into consideration. Third, the
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content delivery ratio optimization should consider differentiated network characteristics
including network capacity, propagation delay, traffic load, and so on. Furthermore, these
decisions are tightly coupled and involve both integer and continuous variables. To tackle
these challenges, we propose an LMA-ABC scheme to solve the joint optimization problem
as follows. We first decompose the ABC problem to optimize the content delivery ratio
by considering differentiated network characteristics including network capacity and prop-
agation delay. For the bandwidth resource allocation, a diminishing gain effect is revealed,
i.e., with more bandwidth resources allocated to the same user, the performance gain in
terms of content delivery delay becomes marginal. Based on the delivery ratio optimiza-
tion and the diminishing gain effect, the LMA-ABC scheme is designed to solve the joint
optimization problem with the consideration of user fairness, load balancing, and vehicle
mobility. The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We study the cooperative vehicular content delivery in the SAGVN to enable inge-
nious cooperation among different network segments. Specifically, we formulate the
ABC problem, which jointly optimizes user association, spectrum resource alloca-
tion, and content delivery ratio, to reduce the overall content delivery delay, which
is of paramount importance for CAV services.
• To efficiently utilize the heterogeneous network resources, we propose an LMA-ABC
scheme to solve the ABC problem, where the impact of different variables on the
achievable delay performance is analyzed by problem decomposition. By leveraging
the interplay between vehicle mobility and heterogeneous network characteristics
(e.g., network capacity and propagation delay), the LMA-ABC scheme can effectively
solve the joint optimization problem to achieve user fairness, load balancing, and
vehicle mobility.
• Extensive experimental results are conducted, and results show that the proposed
LMA-ABC scheme can significantly reduce the overall content delivery delay com-
paring to the benchmark schemes.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 shows the system
model and problem formulation. Section 5.3 provides the problem analysis to reveal the
impact of different variables on the achievable content delivery delay. The proposed LMA-
ABC scheme design is demonstrated in Section 5.4. Performance evaluation is carried out
in Section 5.5 to demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme, followed by the
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of cooperative content delivery in SAGVN
5.2 System Model and Problem Formulation
5.2.1 Scenario Description and Assumptions
We consider an SAGVN scenario with NS LEO satellites, NU UAVs, NB LTE BSs, and
NV vehicles, as shown in Fig. 5.1. Let SAT = {s1, · · · , sNS}, UAV = {u1, · · · , uNU},
BS = {b1, · · · , bNB}, and V = {v1, · · · , vNV } denote the set of LEO satellites, UAVs, BSs,
and vehicles, respectively. APall = SAT ∪UAV ∪BS denotes the set of all the APs. Each
vehicular user is equipped with three radio interfaces for LTE, UAV, and satellite com-
munications, respectively. Notice that satellites, UAVs, and BSs use orthogonal spectrum
frequencies for communications to avoid co-channel interference. The available spectrum
bandwidth for AP ap is Bap, ap ∈ APall. In this work, we adopt the control architec-
ture proposed in [4], where the BSs, UAVs, and satellites are controlled by a centralized
controller to perform cooperative content delivery management.
In this work, ground BSs, UAVs, and satellites are caching-enabled, i.e., some content
files have already been cached in the APs to serve the vehicles. Therefore, the unstable and
capacity-limited UAV backhaul and the satellite feeder links can be avoided. Considering
that satellites can cover users all around the world, caching commonly popular files (e.g.,
pop music, hot movies, global news, etc.) on satellites can achieve a good caching per-
formance gain. On the other hand, files cached in UAVs can be determined based on the
flying trajectories and user request profiles [171], and the BSs can cache files based on the
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BS-vehicle contact duration, file request pattern, and caching storage capacities [32, 172].
Denote by F the file library containing all the F content files, and the size of file f is
denoted by ςf , ∀f ∈ F . Denote by cap,f the caching indicator, cap,f = 1 if file f is cached
in AP ap, otherwise cap,f = 0, ∀ap ∈ APall,∀f ∈ F .
5.2.2 Communication Model
In the SAGVN, vehicular content requests can be served by different types of APs simul-
taneously. When vehicle v requests content file f , the satellites, UAVs, and BSs that have
cached file f can act as the candidate APs. Let δv,f denote the content request indica-
tor, δv,f = 1 when vehicle v requests for content f , otherwise δv,f = 0. Without loss of
generality, each vehicle requests at most one content file at each time [114]. Considering
the mobility of vehicles, UAVs, and LEO satellites, we denote the remaining contact time
between vehicle v and AP ap by T remap,v .
1 When vehicle v requests file f , the set of candidate




∣∣ ap ∈ APall, δv,f · cap,f = 1, T remap,v > 0} . (5.1)
Let aap,v be the association indicator, aap,v = 1 when vehicle v is associated with AP
ap, and aap,v = 0 otherwise. When vehicle v is within the coverage of multiple APs of the
same type (e.g., multiple LTE BSs/UAVs/satellites), it can connect to at most one AP






auj ,v ≤ 1,
∑
bk∈BS
abk,v ≤ 1. (5.2)
Let ςap,v,f be the size of file f delivered from ap (ap ∈ APv,f ) to vehicle v (v ∈ V).
Thus we have
0 ≤ ςap,v,f ≤ ςf ,
∑
AP∈APv,f
ςap,v,f = ςf . (5.3)
1Vehicles can upload their locations and planned trajectories to the centralized controller, based on
which T remap,v can be calculated with the fixed deployment of LTE BSs and the trackable locations of UAVs
and satellites.
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A. BS-to-Vehicle (B2V) Communications
For a B2V communication link between BS bk and vehicle v, the achievable signal-to-noise








where Pbk,v, dbk,v, hbk,v, α, and σ
2 are the transmit power of BS bk, the distance between
bk and vehicle v, the channel fading (following Rayleigh fading) from bk to v, the pathloss
exponent, and the Gaussian noise power. With an allocated spectrum bandwidth of Bbk,v
from BS bk, the achievable data rate of B2V communication is Rbk,v = Bbk,v log2(1 + Γbk,v).
B. UAV-to-Vehicle (U2V) Communications
The achievable SNR of U2V communications is
Γuj ,v =
Puj ,vPLuj ,vhuj ,v
σ2
, (5.5)
where Puj ,v is the transmit power of UAV uj, PLuj ,v is the path loss from uj to vehicle v
consisting of LoS and NLOS components [171], and huj ,v is the Rayleigh channel fading.
With an allocated bandwidth of Buj ,v from UAV uj, the achievable U2V data rate is
Ruj ,v = Buj ,v log2(1 + Γuj ,v).
C. Satellite-to-Vehicle (S2V) Communications








where Psi,v is the transmit power of satellite si, dsi,v is distance between si and vehicle
v, and hsi,v is the channel fading. For S2V communications, the LoS signal is a strong
dominant component. Therefore, the S2V wireless channels are considered as Rician fading


















where K is the ratio between the power in the LoS path and the power in the other scattered
paths, Ω is the total power of the LOS and scattering signals, and I0(·) is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind with zero order [173]. With an allocated bandwidth of
Bsi,v from satellite si, the achievable S2V data rate is Rsi,v = Bsi,v log2(1 + Γsi,v).
For B2V and U2V content delivery, the propagation delay is negligible. However, the
propagation delay for satellite communications is not negligible and should be considered in
S2V transmissions. Due to the trackability of the satellites, the position and the elevation
angle of satellites are available at any time. For a given observation point (e.g., vehicle
v), the altitude and elevation angle of LEO satellite si can be observed and denoted by















h2si + 2hsire + r
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e sin
2 εsi − re sin εsi ,




where c is the speed of light.
5.2.3 Problem Formulation
Aiming to minimize the overall content retrieving delay for all content requests, we in-
vestigate the ABC problem to jointly optimize 1) vehicle-to-AP association a = {aap,v},
2) bandwidth allocation b = {Bap,v}, and 3) content delivery ratio ς = {ςap,v,f}. Notice
that, when associating to multiple APs for cooperative content delivery, the overall delivery
delay is determined by the worst-case link, i.e., the link with the longest delivery delay.
Therefore, with cooperative delivery decisions a, b, and ς, the expected delay of delivering




























The last term in (5.9) indicates that, when vehicle v is not associated with any APs,
the content delivery fails and the corresponding content delivery delay is Dmax, which is
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a sufficiently large number to penalize the unsuccessful content delivery. To this end, the


















ςap,v,f = ςf , (5.10c)
0 ≤ Bap,v ≤ Bap,
∑
v∈V
Bap,v ≤ Bap, (5.10d)
aap,v ≤ 1T remap,v>0 cap,f δv,f , (5.10e)
aap,vΓap,v ≥ aap,vΓth, ∀ap ∈ APall, ∀v ∈ V , (5.10f)
where Γth is the minimum SNR requirement for correct data detection at the receiving
vehicle. 1condition is an indicator, where 1condition = 1 if the condition is true, and 1condition =
0 otherwise. Constraint (5.10d) means that the allocated bandwidth cannot exceed the
total available bandwidth resources. Constraints (5.10e) and (5.10f) indicate that vehicle
v can be associated with an AP only when the AP belongs to the candidate set APv,f and
Γap,v ≥ Γth.
5.3 Problem Analysis based on Decomposition
The optimization problem (5.10) is non-convex and intractable since it involves both in-
teger and continuous variables, and decision variables a, b, and ς are tightly coupled. To
solve this problem, we first decompose the optimization problem to analyze the impact of
content delivery ratio and bandwidth allocation on the achievable content delivery delay
performance in this section.
5.3.1 Optimization of ς with Known a and b
When given the AP-vehicle association and the corresponding bandwidth allocation, each
vehicle v can easily calculate the achievable data rate from different APs. The associated
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satellite, UAV, and BS, and the corresponding achievable data rates for vehicle v can be
respectively expressed as:
s∗i = {si ∈ SAT |asi,v = 1}, Rs∗i ,v = Bs∗i ,v log2(1 + Γs∗i ,v), (5.11)
u∗j = {uj ∈ UAV|auj ,v = 1}, Ru∗j ,v = Bu∗j ,v log2(1 + Γu∗j ,v),
b∗k = {bk ∈ BS|abk,v = 1}, Rb∗k,v = Bb∗k,v log2(1 + Γb∗k,v).
If vehicle v is not associated with any satellites, UAVs, or BSs, then s∗i = ∅, u∗j = ∅, or
b∗k = ∅. Notice that, for the case with s∗i = u∗j = b∗k = ∅ or Rs∗i ,v + Ru∗j ,v + Rb∗k,v = 0, the
optimal delivery ratio is ςs∗i ,v = ςu∗j ,v = ςb∗k,v = 0, and the corresponding content delivery
delay is Dv,f = Dmax. For notational simplicity, we use 1s∗i , 1u∗j , and 1b∗k to represent
1s∗i 6=∅, 1u∗j 6=∅, and 1b∗k 6=∅, respectively. The optimal content delivery ratio for vehicle v
can be derived as given in the following lemma, considering the non-trivial case where
1s∗i + 1u∗j + 1b∗k ≥ 1.
Lemma 2. With known a, b, and the corresponding achievable data rates, the optimal








































































Rs∗i ,v + 1b∗kRb∗k,v +Ru∗j ,v
.
Proof of Lemma 2. Recall that the overall delay performance is determined by the worst-
case link. Considering the unnegligible satellite propagation delay, in the following, the
vehicle’s content delivery ratio optimization can be divided into two cases based on whether
satellites participate in the cooperative content delivery.











≤ Dprops∗i ,v :
When s∗i = ∅ or the content delivery can be accomplished by the BS and/or the UAV with
a delay shorter than the satellite propagation delay Dprops∗i ,v , the satellite does not participate
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ςs∗i ,v,f = 0.











> Dprops∗i ,v :
When the content delivery accomplished by the BS and/or the UAV has a delay longer
than Dprops∗i ,v , the satellite can participate in content delivery to further reduce the delay. In
this case, we have



































































































































Combining the above two cases, we can derive the optimal content delivery ratio as
expressed in Lemma 2.
5.3.2 Delay Performance Gain with Bandwidth Allocation
In this part, we investigate the impact of b on the achievable content delivery delay, when
given a.
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Lemma 3 (Diminishing Gain Effect). For bandwidth allocation in each AP (i.e., BS,
UAV, or satellite), with more bandwidth resources allocated to the same vehicular user, the
delay performance gain (i.e., delay decrement) diminishes.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let b0 be the initial bandwidth allocation scheme. Then the optimal
content delivery ratio and the corresponding overall content delivery delay performance can
be calculated based on Lemma 2 and (5.9). Taking B2V communications as an example,
for vehicle v which is connected with BS b∗k for the given a and b0, its content retrieving
delay is


































where B0b∗k,v is the bandwidth allocated from BS b
∗
k to vehicle v with the given b0, and
γb∗k,v = log2(1 + Γb∗k,v) is the spectrum efficiency of the B2V communication.
For a new bandwidth allocation decision b′, in which BS b∗k allocates an extra bandwidth
of ∆Bb∗k,v to vehicle v (the other allocation decisions keep the same with b0), the delay of
delivering content f to vehicle v is
Dv,f (a, b
′) =




























+ ∆Bb∗k,v)γb∗k,v+ 1u∗jRu∗j ,v
. (5.13)












keeps unchanged for decisions b and b′, for notational
simplicity, let






























then the delay performance gain (i.e., delay decrement) is




























































Rs∗i ,v)− 1s∗iRs∗i ,v
[












+ ∆Bb∗k,v)γb∗k,v+ 1u∗jRu∗j ,v
] . (5.15)
For (5.14) and (5.15), their second derivatives of ∆Bb∗k,v are both negative, which means
the delay performance gain is a concave function of ∆Bb∗k,v. In other words, when BS b
∗
k
allocates more bandwidth to vehicle v, the delay performance gain diminishes. Similarly,
when considering bandwidth allocation from each UAV/satellite to a vehicle, the dimin-
ishing gain effect also exists given that the others’ allocation decisions are fixed, which can
conclude the proof.
The diminishing gain effect naturally promotes user fairness in our scheme design. This
is consistent with the resource allocation in real systems, where improving the well-served
users’ performance generally has a lower priority than allocating resources to users with
unsatisfactory performance.
5.4 LMA-ABC Scheme for Cooperative Content De-
livery
Based on the analysis presented in Section 5.3, we propose an LMA-ABC scheme to solve
the ABC problem by taking user fairness, load balancing, and vehicle mobility into con-
sideration.
5.4.1 Posterior Association Determination
In the joint optimization problem, the vehicle-to-AP association a can significantly affect
the optimization of ς and b, as analyzed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. However, it is worth
noting that, the optimization results of ς and b can also affect the determination of a:
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• For a given a with aap,v = 1, if the bandwidth allocation decision is Bap,v = 0 to
minimize the overall delay, the association should be adjusted to avoid unnecessary
association cost;
• Based on Lemma 2, there exists a special case with as∗i ,v = 1, ςs∗i ,v,f = 0 due to the
long satellite propagation delay. In this case, the corresponding as∗i ,v (and also Bs∗i ,v)
should be adjusted to 0 to avoid undesirable resource waste.
Therefore, in the proposed scheme, to avoid inappropriate association decisions, we perform
posterior association determination to decide the vehicle-to-AP association based on the
optimization results of b and ς, i.e.,
aap,v = 1Bap,v>0 · 1ςap,v,f>0, ∀ap ∈ APv,f ,∀v ∈ V . (5.16)
5.4.2 Bandwidth Allocation with Diminishing Gain Effect
According to the diminishing gain property in Lemma 3, allocating a large amount of
bandwidth resources to the same user is undesirable. Considering that the bandwidth
resources for each AP consist of multiple sub-channels, in the proposed LMA-ABC scheme,
we implement bandwidth allocation in the units of sub-channels. In specific, we propose
a greedy-based bandwidth allocation scheme considering the diminishing gain effect to
improve the content delivery performance, detailed as follows:
• Step 1: According to the analysis in Lemma 3, the achievable delay performance
gain for an AP’s bandwidth allocation decision is affected by the other APs’ deci-
sions. In other words, making bandwidth allocation decisions for one AP can greatly
impact the subsequent bandwidth allocation. To avoid prioritizing the APs (i.e., with
different bandwidth allocation order), where different AP priorities might affect the
final delay performance, in this work, all the resources are centrally managed by the
central controller.
• Step 2: Based on vehicles’ content requests (δv,f ), the cached content availabil-
ity (cap,f ), and link quality (Γap,v), we can construct a connected graph between
the APs and the vehicles, where a v-to-ap connection is feasible if and only if
cap,f δap,f 1T remap,v>0 = 1 and Γap,v ≥ Γth.
• Step 3: For each feasible v-to-ap connection, when a sub-channel is allocated, the
corresponding ς can be obtained from Lemma 2 and the delay performance gain can
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Algorithm 6: Procedure of the LMA-ABC Scheme
Initialization :
aap,v = 0, Bap,v = 0, and ςap,v,f = 0, ∀ap ∈ APall,∀v ∈ V .
Phase 1 : Construct a connected graph G between the APs and the vehicles
according to Step 2 in Section 5.4.2.
Phase 2 :
for each sub-channel with bandwidth ∆Bap, ∀ap∈APall do
for v ∈ V and v-to-ap connection is feasible in G do
Calculate the optimal ς based on Lemma 2.
if v has not been associated with any AP that has the same type with ap then
Calculate the delay performance gain ∆Dallv,f,ap based on (5.17).
else




Select the sub-channel-vehicle association with the largest delay performance gain.
Denote the selected AP and vehicle by ap∗ and v∗, respectively.
Let aap∗,v∗ = 1 and remove connections between v
∗ and the other APs that have the
same type with ap∗ in G.
Go to Phase 2 and repeat until bandwidth resource depletes.
Phase 3 : Calculate the optimal content delivery ratio ς based on the final results
of a and b according to Lemma 2.
Output: a, b, and ς.
be calculated based on (5.14), with the other APs’ bandwidth allocation decisions
unchanged. Therefore, the sub-channel-vehicle association can be selected with the
best delay performance gain.
• Step 4: Recall that one vehicle can be associated with at most one AP of the same
type (i.e., at most one BS, one UAV, and one satellite). Therefore, after performing
Step 3, the connected graph should be updated by removing all the connections
between the selected vehicle and the other APs of the same type. Repeat Step 3
and Step 4 until bandwidth resource depletion.
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5.4.3 LMA-ABC Scheme Design
The bandwidth allocation with considering diminishing gain effect can effectively guarantee
user fairness and enhance delivery performance, by preventing an AP from allocating all
the resources to a single user. However, the potential AP overloading problems might still
occur. As shown in (5.14), the delay decrements are affected by not only the other APs’
bandwidth allocation decisions, but also the channel quality (represented by the spectrum
efficiency γbk,v). Taking B2V communications as an example, if there exists a BS bk which is
the best choice with the largest γbk,v for all the vehicles, then getting a sub-channel from BS
bk always has a higher delay performance gain than getting a sub-channel from other BSs.
This may result in load imbalance among APs, where all the vehicles are associated with BS
bk while the resources of other BSs are wasted. Another type of improper association might
happen when associating vehicles to the APs with a small T remap,v . With vehicle mobility,
the association becomes invalid shortly. For vehicles located in multiple APs’ coverage
overlapping area, improper association can lead to unnecessary handover, which degrades
the network performance. Furthermore, it may also lead to frequent re-execution of the
LMA-ABC scheme and consume substantial computational resources. These problems are
caused by the short-sighted gain calculation which focuses only on the performance gain
achieved by each sub-channel allocation.
To address these issues, we propose a far-sighted gain design in the LMA-ABC scheme
by considering the potential future gain. When calculating the delay performance gain for
a potential v-to-ap connection in Step 3 in Section 5.4.2, if v has not been associated with
any APs that have the same type with ap, we design a load- and mobility-aware gain as
follows:





+ βT remap,v , (5.17)
where ∆Bap is the bandwidth of a sub-channel allocated from ap, ∆Dv,f (·) is the delay
performance gain as defined in (5.14), T remap is the remaining contact time between v and
ap, and λ, β ∈ [0, 1] are constants. The second and third terms in the right part of (5.17)
refer to the potential future gain that could be obtained when associating with ap, and
the values of λ and β control the relative importance of the current gain and the future
potential gain. With small λ and β, vehicles prefer to associate with the APs with good
link quality; while for large λ and β, vehicles are more likely to associate with APs that are
less crowded or have a long communication remaining time to achieve load-balancing and
avoid unnecessary handover overhead. The detailed procedure of the proposed LMA-ABC
scheme for cooperative content delivery can be found in Algorithm 6.
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
Number of LTE BSs 10
Number of UAVs 3
Number of LEO satellites 2
Altitude of satellites 781 km
Transmission power of LTE BSs Pbk,v 28 dBm
Transmission power of UAVs 23 dBm
Transmission power of LEO satellites 10 dBW [174]
Satellite transmission antenna gain 20 dBi [174]
Satellite teceiving antenna gain 30 ddBi [174]
Pathloss exponents of B2V communications 3.5
Pathloss exponents of U2V communications 2.8
Pathloss exponents of S2V communications 2.5
Available bandwidth for each LTE BS Bbk 100 MHz
Available bandwidth for each UAVBuj 100 MHz
Available bandwidth for each LEO satellite Bsi 500 MHz
Size of content files ςf [0 Mb, 100 Mb]
SNR threshold Γth 5 dB
5.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed LMA-
ABC scheme. The simulations are carried out based on the real scenario of University of
Waterloo campus, where the VISSIM simulation tool is used to emulate the vehicle traffic
in the campus scenario. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.1.
Given that the content delivery delay is dominated by file sizes and the number of
requests, average delay per unit data (sec/Mbits) is used as a performance metric in our
simulation for fairness consideration. All the simulation results presented in this section are
averaged over 100 random testing trials. To further evaluate the effectiveness of the LMA-
ABC scheme, the following benchmark schemes are considered for performance comparison:
• Best SNR association (BSA): All the vehicles are associated with the APs with the
best SNR. The optimization of b and ς keeps the same as the LMA-ABC scheme.
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Figure 5.2: Traffic load balancing performances of schemes with different association meth-
ods
• Random association (RA): All the vehicles are randomly associated with the APs.
The optimization of b and ς keeps the same as the LMA-ABC scheme.
• Equal bandwidth allocation (EBA): Use Algorithm 6 to determine a. Bandwidth
resources of each AP are equally allocated to all the associated vehicles, and ς is
calculated based on Lemma 2.
• Equal throughput bandwidth allocation (ETBA): Use Algorithm 6 to determine a.
Bandwidth resources of each AP are allocated such that all the associated vehicles
have the same throughput, and ς is calculated based on Lemma 2.
In Fig. 5.2, we compare the traffic load balancing performance with different association
schemes. Without loss of generality, we use the standard deviation (STD) of the number
of vehicles associated to different APs to evaluate the traffic load balancing performance.
Generally, a smaller traffic load STD indicates a more balanced traffic load distribution.
As shown in Fig. 5.2, since vehicles are unevenly distributed in the scenario, with more
vehicles in the scenario, the traffic load STD increases. However, the proposed LMA-ABC
scheme can always achieve a better load balancing performance when compared to the
BSA and RA schemes, and the performance gap enlarges with increasing NV . For the
BSA scheme, the network load unbalancing problem exacerbates with more vehicles in
the scenario, especially in some intersection areas where a large number of vehicles are
associated to the same AP. The traffic load STD of the RA scheme is slightly smaller
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Figure 5.3: Content Delivery delay performance of schemes with different association meth-
ods
than that of the BSA scheme, but the difference is negligible. On the other hand, the
LMA-ABC scheme achieves a significantly smaller traffic load STD since it considers the
potential future gain to alleviate network load imbalance.
Figure 5.3 shows the delay performance of the schemes with different association meth-
ods. We can observe that for all the schemes, the delivery delay increases with the number
of vehicles, which is reasonable since fewer resources are available for each content delivery.
With a small NV , vehicles are sparsely distributed and network resources are sufficient for
content deliveries, and thus, all the schemes can achieve a good delay performance. In
overloaded networks with a large NV , the delay performance for BSA and RA schemes
degrades significantly. This is caused by the traffic load unbalancing problem as explained
in Fig. 5.2. On the other hand, the LMA-ABC scheme can outperform the other two
schemes and achieve the lowest delay since it considers channel quality, load balancing,
and vehicle mobility to guarantee balanced user association with good content delivery
performance.
Figure 5.4 shows the delay performance of the schemes with different bandwidth alloca-
tion methods. When NV increases, the delivery delay of the LMA-ABC scheme increases,
which is consistent with the results in Fig. 5.3. However, the delivery delay of the EBA
and ETBA schemes shows a decreasing trend. For the EBA and ETBA schemes, the traffic
load and the diminishing gain effect are not taken into account for bandwidth allocation.
Therefore, some vehicles with unsatisfactory channel conditions or a large content size
are not allocated sufficient bandwidth resources to support the content delivery. In light-
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Figure 5.4: Content Delivery delay performance of schemes with different bandwidth allo-
cation methods
loaded networks, the undesirable bandwidth allocation has an non-negligible impact on the
overall delay performance. With a large NV , although the overall delivery delay increases,
the average delay per unit data decreases since the impact of the undesirable bandwidth
allocation diminishes. Furthermore, the LMA-ABC scheme significantly outperforms the
other two schemes since it considers the diminishing gain effect and load balancing to
guarantee superior delay performance.
To investigate the impact of λ on the performance of the LMA-ABC scheme, we first
demonstrate the traffic load performance with different values of λ. Focusing on the sce-
nario with 300 vehicles, the number of vehicles associated with each AP and the traffic
load STD is plotted in Fig. 5.5. From the figure, we can observe that:
• When λ is small, the impact of the future potential gain is negligible when calculating
the delay performance gain of each sub-channel allocation. Therefore, all the vehicles
prefer to associate with the APs with the best SNR, leading to a poor load balancing
performance with a large traffic load STD. Furthermore, due to the diminishing gain
effect, each AP prefers to serve multiple vehicles instead of allocating all its resources
to the same vehicles. Therefore, in this case, the total number of vehicle-to-AP
associations is large.
• As λ increases, the future potential gain can also affect the calculation of delay perfor-
mance gain. As shown in the figure, the traffic balancing performance is significantly
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Figure 5.6: Impact of λ on the delay performance of the LMA-ABC scheme
enhanced with decreasing STD. In this case, vehicles are generally associated with
less crowded APs with good channel conditions, and the performance gain is limited
for a vehicle to associate with an already congested AP. For instance, for a vehicle
connecting to a BS with a good content delivery performance, it does not need the
cooperation from a congested UAV or LEO satellite, and thus leading to a decreased
total number of vehicle-to-AP associations.
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• When the value of λ keeps increasing to a sufficiently large number, the importance
of the future potential gain is overemphasized. Therefore, vehicles always prefer less
crowded APs regardless of the channel conditions. In this case, some vehicles are
connected to APs with a poor achievable SNR and require more cooperative APs to
enhance the content delivery delay performance, leading to an increasing number of
vehicle-to-AP associations. Due to the different coverage radii of the APs (e.g., LEO
satellites’ coverage is much larger than that of an LTE BS), the number of vehicles
associated with each AP varies significantly with a large traffic load STD.
Figure 5.6 shows the impact of λ on the achievable delay performance of the LMA-ABC
scheme. When λ increases, the delay performance first decreases due to the benefit from
load-balancing. When λ keeps increasing, the load balancing is overemphasized and impact
of channel conditions is underestimated, leading to a delay performance degradation, which
is consistent with the results in Fig. 5.5. We can also see from the figure that when λ
becomes too large, the value of λ has a larger impact on the delay performance for the
case with more vehicles, since the network resources are insufficient and the improper
allocation can greatly affect the overall delay performance. Therefore, the value of λ
should be carefully optimized to achieve a good trade-off between the load-balancing and
channel conditions.
In Fig. 5.7, we compare the delay and simulation time performances of the LMA-ABC
scheme with different bandwidth allocation granularities. As mentioned in Section 5.4, the
bandwidth allocation is performed in the units of sub-channels. Therefore, the bandwidth
allocation granularity greatly determines the delay performance and the decision-making
complexity. Generally, with coarser bandwidth allocation granularities, e.g., allocating
5 or 10 sub-channels at a time, the delay performance degrades as shown in Fig. 5.7a,
but the corresponding computational complexity also decreases as can be seen in Fig.
5.7b. It is worth noting that in scenarios with a small number of vehicles, the network
resources are sufficient to support the vehicular content requests. In this case, we can
moderately adjust the allocation granularities to achieve a good delay performance with a
low complexity. For example, as shown in Fig. 5.7a, when the vehicle number is below 90,
allocating 5 sub-channels at a time can achieve the same delay performance as the case
which allocates one sub-channel at a time, but with a lower delay. Therefore, the bandwidth
allocation granularity should be carefully designed in different scenarios to balance between
the requirements on delay performance and time complexity.
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Figure 5.7: Delay and simulation time of the LMA-ABC scheme with different bandwidth
allocation granularities
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated the cooperative content delivery in the SAGVN to
minimize the overall content delivery delay. As the formulated ABC problem is intractable
due to the tightly coupled continuous and integer variables, we have proposed an LMA-
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ABC scheme to jointly optimize the vehicle-to-AP association, bandwidth allocation, and
content delivery ratio. With the analysis on the content delivery ratio optimization and
the diminishing gain effect for bandwidth allocation, the LMA-ABC scheme can effectively
solve the ABC problem by considering user fairness, load balancing, and vehicle mobility.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed LMA-ABC scheme can significantly
reduce the cooperative content delivery delay compared to the benchmark schemes.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
In this chapter, we summarize the main results and contributions of this thesis and present
our future research directions.
6.1 Main Research Contributions
In this thesis, we have investigated caching-assisted vehicular content delivery in the Het-
VNet. In specific, three content caching and delivery schemes have been proposed for dif-
ferent HetVNet scenarios, i.e., the many-to-one matching based content placement scheme
in the terrestrial HetVNet; the LB-JCTO scheme which jointly optimizes UAV content
caching, UAV content delivery, and UAV trajectory design in the AGVN; and the LMA-
ABC scheme which jointly addresses the user association, bandwidth allocation, and con-
tent delivery ratio optimization in the SAGVN. Heterogeneous network characteristics,
UAV energy consumption, vehicle mobility patterns, and content file properties are con-
sidered by the proposed schemes. The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as
follows.
1. The general framework of caching-assisted HetVNet has been proposed, where hetero-
geneous network segments can cooperate to enhance the vehicular content delivery
performance. In specific, the impact of factors including content popularity, vehi-
cle mobility, network service disruptions, and APs’ caching capacity constraints on
the achievable content delivery delay performance has been theoretically analyzed.
To resist the impact of intermittent network connections, content coding is lever-
aged with optimized coding parameters to encode content files into packets, and the
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PRAI transmission mode is applied to strike a good balance between the delay perfor-
mance and the offloading ratio. Based on the analysis, a matching-based scheme with
multi-objective two-sided preference lists has been proposed to optimize the content
placement in heterogeneous APs. This work provides a theoretical basis for future
studies related to content caching in heterogeneous networks such as the SAGVN.
2. We have investigated the joint optimization of content caching, content delivery, and
UAV trajectory design in the AGVN. To find the optimal solution in real time to
maximize the overall network throughput under the UAVs’ energy constraints, we
have proposed an LB-JCTO scheme. LB-JCTO is an offline optimization and learn-
ing for online decision framework, in which a CNN-based learning model is trained to
facilitate online decisions under the supervision of offline optimized targets obtained
by the CBTL algorithm. The problem formulation of JCTO and the optimization
process of CBTL in this work can provide a theoretical basis for future studies related
to caching-enabled UAV systems. In addition, we believe the principle of offline opti-
mization and learning for online decisions can also be valuable for other complicated
resource management in future heterogeneous networks.
3. We have proposed an LMA-ABC scheme for effective cooperative content delivery in
the SAGVN, which jointly optimizes the user association, spectrum resource alloca-
tion, and content delivery ratio. In specific, the LMA-ABC scheme aims to reduce
the overall content delivery delay by taking user fairness, load balancing, and vehicle
mobility into account. With the proposed scheme, heterogeneous network resources
in the SAGVN can be efficiently exploited to fully unleash their differential merits,
and the overall content delivery delay can be significantly reduced, which is of cap-
ital importance for CAV services. Besides, the problem formulation of ABC and
the optimization process of the LMA-ABC can provide a theoretical basis for future
research on multi-connectivity-based SAGVNs.
6.2 Future Works
Towards enhancing the QoS of vehicular applications in the SAGVN, there still exist many
open research issues. For the future research, there are some interesting and promising
research directions listed as follows:
1. SDN-based control architecture in the SAGVN - To enable flexible, reliable,
and scalable resource management in the SAGVN, an SDN-based hybrid and hier-
archical control architecture has been proposed in [4]. In this control architecture,
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the placement of SDN controllers is critical due to its significant impact on net-
work performance such as communication latency, load balance of controllers, net-
work availability, and energy consumption. The SDN controller placement problem
(SCPP) involves the determination of the optimal number of SDN controllers, the
best placement locations, and the division of the control domains. Basically, the
SCPP optimization should consider factors such as the capacity of controllers, the
network traffic loads, and control latency requirements. Therefore, the problem of
how to strategically place the SDN controllers in the SAGVN should be carefully
investigated to guarantee reliable network control with low signaling overhead and
short control latency.
2. Service-oriented multi-dimensional resource orchestration - Basically, differ-
ent vehicular services have differentiated requirements on communication, computing,
and caching resources, each of which can be provided by different SAGVN network
infrastructure (e.g., terrestrial BSs, UAVs, satellites). To achieve the optimal network
performance and increase resource utilization efficiency, a service-oriented resource
orchestration scheme should be developed in the SAGVN by considering the fol-
lowing factors. 1) The space, air, and terrestrial network segments have distinctive
characteristics in terms of communication delay, throughput, coverage, computing
capability, jitter, and so on; 2) Multiple types of mobility introduced by the vehi-
cles, UAVs, and LEO satellites lead to dynamic network resource availability, and
the spatial-temporal variations in communication link conditions affect the required
resources to satisfy the QoS requirements; and 3) Due to the differentiated QoS re-
quirements, the priorities for various vehicular applications to access the network
resources from different network segments are different. Therefore, service-oriented
multi-dimensional resource orchestration solutions are imperative but challenging.
3. Artificial intelligence (AI)-based network management - In the SAGVN,
modeling the dynamic and complex network system is painstaking, if not impos-
sible. Furthermore, traditional model- and optimization-based resource management
approaches are inadequate due to the high complexity. Thus, innovative AI-based en-
gineering solutions are necessary to make high-quality and real-time decisions to keep
pace with the dynamic environment. Particularly, distributed AI can be adopted to
enable intelligent decision-making at different granular levels through parallel training
processes. When designing the distributed AI-based network management schemes,
the appropriate splitting of data and model, communication overhead of model up-
dating, and the computing capability and energy constraints of different network
nodes should be taken into consideration. Some recently proposed distributed AI
paradigms, e.g., federated learning and split learning, can also be considered.
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